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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
This is an appeal from a final Judgment of the Third Judicial District 
Court. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Section 78A-4-103(2)(j) and 
Section 78A-3-102(4) U.C.A. (1953), as amended. This case has been 
transferred from the Utah Supreme Court to the Utah Court of Appeals 
pursuant to Section 78A-3-102(4). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
1. Whether the trial court erred in holding that Firkins had no valid 
claim to the subject vehicles by reason of alleged contract or title. 
Generally, the question whether a contract exists between 
parties is a question of law which is reviewed for correctness; 
however, where the existence of a contract involves material disputes 
of fact, the determination of whether a contract exists involves both 
questions of law and fact. Cat Wadsworth Const, v. City of St. 
George, 865 P.2d 1373, 1375 (Ut. App. 1993). Because a 
determination may require several subsidiary factual rulings, a court 
first finds the facts to which the law will be applied, and then applies 
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the law to those facts to reach a conclusion of law. Id. Here, because 
the bulk of the Appellant's arguments rest on the trial court's factual 
findings as to the enforceability of an oral agreement, the trial court's 
holding should not be set aside unless clearly erroneous. Burton 
Lumber & Hardware Company, 2008 UT App 207, 186 P.3d 1012 
(Ut. App. 2008) and Grossen v. DeWitt, 1999 UT App 167, 982 P.2d 
581, 583 (Ut. App. 1999). Citation to record for issue on appeal: 
(BIT, p. 230). 
2. Whether the trial court erred in holding that Firkins converted 
the subject vehicles owned by Pig Boys. 
A trial court's determination of conversion is a legal question 
which is reviewed for correctness. Bennett v. Huish, 2007 Ut. App. 
19, 155 P.3d 917 (Ut. App. 2007). Citation to record for issue on 
appeal: (BTT, p. 230). 
3. Whether the trial court erred in finding that the value of the 
subject vehicles at the time of conversion by Firkins was 
$100,000.00. 
As a general rule, the measure of damages for conversion is the 
value of the property at the time of conversion, plus interest. Lysenko 
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v. Sawqya, 2000 UT 58, 7 P.3d. 783 (Utah. 2000). The measure of 
damages is a question of law reviewed for correctness. Id. The 
amount awarded is a determination of fact that may be reversed only 
if clearly erroneous. Id. Citation to record for issue on appeal: (EHT, 
p. 157). 
Whether the trial court erred in not awarding Pig Boys damages 
for lost income from the subject vehicles. 
Methodology in measuring damages is a question of law 
reviewed for correctness. Radman v. Flanders Corp., 2007 P.3d 668, 
172 P.3d 668, 671 (Ut. App. 2007). The adequacy of damages in a 
conversion case is a question of fact, review of which is based upon a 
clearly erroneous standard. In re Estate of Knickerbocker, 912 P. 2d 
969 (Ut. 1996). Citation to record for issue on appeal: (EHT, p. 174). 
Whether the trial court erred in not awarding Pig Boys punitive 
damages for the wrongful conversion of the subject vehicles. 
Findings of Fact are reviewed under a clearly erroneous 
standard and legal conclusions are reviewed for correctness. 
Campbell v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 2001 UT 89, 65 P.3d 
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1134 (Ut. 2001), rev'd other grounds, 538 U.S. 408 (2003). Citation 
to record for issue on appeal: (EHT, p. 174). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of case. This case involves the conversion of a 1984 Kitchen 
Utility Van Trailer pulled by a 1994 Chevrolet CJ Class Commercial Truck 
("subject vehicles") on April 1, 2006 by Plaintiffs/Appellants. The subject 
vehicles were income producing vehicles found by the trial court to be 
unique in nature and used in the boutique industry of on-site food catering 
for motion picture, movie, and commercial productions in the western 
United States. 
Course of Proceedings. On April 11, 2006, Richard Firkins filed suit 
below claiming that Paul Ruegner had possession of the subject vehicles, 
alleging conversion, unjust enrichment, and fraud. (R. 11). After Firkins 
amended his Complaint to include Pig Boys as a Defendant, Pig Boys and 
Ruegner answered the Complaint and counterclaimed for conversion 
claiming damages for the value of the subject vehicles, loss of income, 
punitive damages, and attorney fees. (R. 16). Firkins filed a second 
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Amended Complaint on September 6, 2006 to include Zelig Walter as a 
Defendant. (R. 138). 
Disposition at trial court. Trial below was bifurcated between the 
issues of liability and damages. Following a bench trial on liability on July 
8, 2008, the trial court held that Zelig Walter had legal and equitable title to 
the subject vehicles when he sold them to Pig Boys. (Conclusions of Law, 
Addendum A, \ R. 301). It held that Richard Firkins illegally and 
wrongfully converted the subject vehicles to his own use on April 1, 2006. 
(Id., Tf 5). However, the trial court ruled that Pig Boys was not entitled to 
claim punitive damages or attorney fees as damage components. (Findings 
of Fact, Addendum A, \ 21, R. 301). 
The trial on damages occurred August 19, 2008. There the trial court 
found that the value of the subject vehicles at the point of conversion was 
$100,000.00 and the value of the items stocked in the vehicles was 
$25,655.64. The trial court refused to grant Pig Boys lost income because 
the trial court believed the methodology and assumptions used by Pig Boy's 
expert witness was not the best approach or most logical. (Id., ^26). A 
judgment in favor of Pig Boys in the amount of $125, 655.64 was entered on 
September 16, 2006. (R. 298). 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The trial court was correct in holding that Firkins had no enforceable 
contract with Walter for the sale of the subject vehicles and, even assuming 
an enforceable agreement existed, Firkins defaulted on the agreement. The 
trial court was correct in holding that Firkins did not have valid title to the 
subject vehicles and, even if he did, they were not valid in the face of a 
failed sale. The trial court was correct in concluding that Firkins wrongfully 
converted the subject vehicles to his own and properly awarded Pig Boys 
damages for the value of the vehicles in the amount of $100,000.00. 
However, the trial court erred in not awarding Pig Boys lost income and 
punitive damages. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
A. BACKGROUND FACTS 
Pig Boys, Inc. is a Utah Corporation owned by Paul Ruegner. (BTT, 
p. 160). Pig Boys has provided catering to the motion picture industry for 
Because bifurcated proceedings below resulted in two transcripts, 
transcript references shall be designated as "BTT, " referring to the Bench 
Trial Transcript on liability and "EHT, " referring to the Evidentiary 
Hearing Transcript on damages. 
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over fifteen years. (Findings of Fact, Addendum A, *[  15, R. 301). It 
provides mobile on-site food catering service for the cast and crew of movie, 
television, and commercial productions throughout the Western United 
States. (BTT, p. 160, 161; EHT, p. 10). Pig Boys prepares meals on 
location supplying everything from dishes to tents. Id Pig Boys bills on a 
per-plate basis which may range from 65 to 2000 people, usually for two 
meals daily. (BTT, p. 161; EHT, p. 11). Pig Boys catering business operates 
out of a permanent commissary located at 150 West 4800 South, Murray, 
Utah 84171. (BTT, p. 161). It is a niche industry. 
Pig Boys started the business with one Gumen Olsen mobile kitchen. 
(EHT, p. 32). Mobile kitchens are not the same as cube vehicles sometimes 
seen on street corners; instead, mobile kitchens, often called "movie catering 
trucks," usually have three or four specialty ovens, grills, steam tables, large 
coffee ums, refrigerators, three-compartment sinks, and hand sinks, all in 
stainless steel that are inspected and regulated by the Department of Health, 
Fire Departments, and other agencies. (EHT, p. 33, 41). Pig Boys' Grumen 
Olsen can routinely feed 400-700 meals on a daily basis. (EHT, p. 49). As 
the trial court found, these vehicles are "unique" and "income producing." 
(Findings of Fact, Addendum A, % 23, R. 301). 
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Movie catering trucks are not readily available on the market. (BTT, 
p. 168; EHT, p. 60). New Grumen Olsens can cost between $200,000.00 
and $300,000.00, depending upon the configuration and the type of 
equipment installed. (EHT, p. 59). Even used catering trucks, manufactured 
in the late 80's or early 90's are valued at $85,000.00 or more. (EHT, p. 60). 
Movie catering trucks are generally not available to rent. Pig Boys had only 
one source for rental, Utah Food Services, but only when the equipment was 
not being used by Utah Food Services and was otherwise available. (EHT, 
p. 38-39). 
Pig Boys' business was successful and it acquired another Grumen 
Olsen for $40,000.00 that was "pretty much junk.". (EHT, p. 34). Pig Boys 
refurbished it for approximately $15,000.00 over a year's period of time and 
used it until 2004 when it was sold for $70,000.00 in anticipation of 
obtaining a larger mobile kitchen. (EHT, p. 35). Pig Boys was investigating 
purchases when it learned a major customer, Everwood, might be 
discontinuing its production. (EHT, p. 37). So, Pig Boys limped along with 
one mobile kitchen until the fall of 2005 when it started searching again. 
(M 38-41). 
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B. PIG BOYS5 ACQUISITION OF SUBJECT VEHICLES 
Ruegner was at the Utah Film Commission on January 15, 2006, 
when the Film Commissioner joked with him that he had competition in 
town because a movie catering truck was parked on 9 West and 1700 
South. (BTT, p. 165, 166). Ruegner was curious and found the subject 
vehicles. The truck cab door was painted, "All Star Catering." (Id. and p. 
196). Pig Boys' chef, Brofey Jones, was aware of All Star Catering. (BTT, 
p. 165, 166). Brofey Jones called an acquaintance who told him that the 
owner of the subject vehicles, Zelig Walter, was searching for the subject 
vehicles to repossess them. Id. Subsequently, Walter contacted Jones and 
Ruegner directly wanting them to repossess the subject vehicles, which they 
refused to do. (BTT, p. 167-168, 174). In the process, Walter told Ruegner 
he wanted to sell them for $50,000.00. Id. At the time, Walter told Ruegner 
that he owned the subject vehicles, that he had sold them to Firkins for use 
in the Utah Olympics, that Firkins didn't pay for them and returned them, 
and that they made another deal in 2004 but Firkins didn't pay him again 
Pig Boys - Brief *** page 14 
and disappeared with the subject vehicles. (BTT, p. 170). Walter told 
Ruegner he had filed police reports in New Mexico and Utah. Id. 
Ruegner was interested in purchasing the subject vehicles, even 
though they were in a state of disrepair, because the tractor had low mileage 
and the mobile kitchen was larger and could feed between 1,500-2,000 
people per day. (BTT, p. 184 and EHT, p. 49). 
On or about January 20, 2006, Walter came to Salt Lake City from 
California to repossess the vehicles and Ruegner met him. (BTT, p. 174). 
Walter called the police and advised them he was repossessing the vehicles. 
(BTT, p. 177). Walter showed Ruegner an original pink slip for the mobile 
kitchen, and Utah titles to the both vehicles, which bore the endorsement 
signature of Firkins. (BTT, p. 175). Ruegner told Walter that he was not 
interested in purchasing the vehicles because he could not verify Firkins' 
signature and he wanted clean titles. (BTT, p. 177). Walter had keys, but 
they would not work so a locksmith was called. (BTT, p. 177). Walter 
wanted time to present Ruegner with clean titles so he drove the subject 
vehicles to a location that was secured by Ruegner. (BTT, p. 178). 
In fact he had, which were introduced at trial as Exhibit D-15 and 17 
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Following the repossession by Walter, Walter contacted Ruegner 
several times from California advising him that he was obtaining clean 
California titles. (BTT, p. 178). On or about January 24, 2006, Walter 
contacted Ruegner and said he needed money to re-title the vehicles in 
California and would take it off the purchase price. (BTT, p. 178). Ruegner 
sent a check to the California DMV but it was later returned unused. (BTT, 
p. 179). 
During this same period, Firkins found out from the catering network 
that Ruegner had the subject vehicles. (BTT, p. 63). According to Firkins, 
he contacted the police and was told it was a civil matter and not to confront 
Ruegner. (BTT, p. 64). Firkins testified he left several messages on 
Ruegner's cell phone and talked to Ruegner's wife. (BTT, p. 64). 
According to Ruegner, he received the messages, which were very 
threatening, to the effect that this was none of his business and not to 
Firkins' counsel attempted to create an issue out of this at trial. However, 
Ruegner testified he had no conversations with Ted Miller who had 
registered the vehicles on behalf of Walter other than he was sending a 
check, that he had "no clue" as to who Ted Miller was, and did not know 
Ted Miller had anything to do with the issuance of the California titles. 
(BTT, p. 208-209). Ruegner testified he had no knowledge as to how the 
State of California's DMV operated, or even the laws upon which it 
operated. Id. 
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become involved, and that Firkins owned the subject vehicles. (BTT, p. 
200). Ruegner did not have an opportunity to return the calls at the time, but 
after learning from his wife that she was also threatened, which disturbed 
him as well, he did not return the calls. (BTT, p. 204-205).4 The trial court 
found that these messages were threatening in nature. (Findings of Fact, ^ f 
18, Addendum A, R. 301). The trial court found that, while the messages 
may have put someone on notice of a dispute, Pig Boys did not have a 
responsibility to resolve disputes of ownership, particularly where Pig Boys 
was subsequently provided with clean California titles, clean Utah titles, a 
written Bill of Sale, and a Receipt a the point of sale. Id., While the trial 
court did not find that Pig Boys was "necessarily a bona fide purchaser in 
good faith," it found that Pig Boys and Ruegner did what prudent persons 
would have done based upon the circumstances presented. (Id., \ 19).5 
Firkins also called Walter, who told him he would see him in court. (BTT, 
p. 65). 
5
 While Firkins cites these facts in his Brief on appeal, he makes no legal 
argument regarding said facts. Notwithstanding, these facts do not support 
an argument that Pig Boys was under notice and obligated to investigate 
further before acquiring the vehicles. A duty of inquiry requires a party to 
make inquiry and answer what the inquiry reasonably prompts. Diversified 
Equities, Inc. v. American Savings and Loan Association, 739 P.2d 1133 
(Ut. App. 1987). aBut the duty to inquire is not a duty to disbelieve, 
aggressively investigate, and set straight." Id., footnote 5. 
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On February 12, 2006, Walter called Ruegner and said he had clean 
titles issued by the State of California and wanted to consummate the 
transaction. Ruegner met Walter at the offices of Ruegner's attorney who 
had prepared a Bill of Sale. (BTT, p. 181). After inspecting the titles, 
Ruegner advised Walter that he still would not consummate the transaction 
unless the State of Utah's DMV cleared the titles to the subject vehicles and 
issued new Utah titles. Id. Ruegner and Walter took the California titles to 
the Utah DMV who cleared the titles and issued new Utah Titles. (BTT, p. 
182 and Exhibits D-44 and D-45). Based on that, Pig Boys purchased the 
subject vehicles for $50,000.00, pursuant to a Bill of Sale, and obtained a 
Receipt. (Exhibit D-6 and D-7). At a later date, Walter mailed Ruegner 
verification from the State of California that its DMV had issued California 
titles to Walter on February 9, 2006. (Exhibits D-l 1 and D-l 2). The trial 
court found, as a matter of law, that Walter had legal and equitable title to 
the subject vehicles when he sold them to Pig Boys. (Conclusions of Law, \ 
3, Addendum A, R. 301) 
After taking possession of the subject vehicles, Pig Boys had to make 
extensive repairs to the vehicles to make them road worthy and usable. Pig 
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Boys had the vehicles inspected, repaired brakes and air lines, replaced an 
axel, repaired the roof to the mobile kitchen, replaced tires, repaired the 
water heater, replaced water lines, installed a dump tank, repainted the 
vehicles, and brought them up to the health code, all for the amount of 
$14,058.90, represented by Exhibits D-32-D-44. Pig Boys restocked the 
mobile kitchen at a cost of $11,586.36 in foodstuffs and commodities. 
(BBT, p. 52 and Exhibit D-34). Pig Boys was able to use the subject 
vehicles one time from March 26 though March 30, 2006, on a production at 
Strawberry Reservoir that generated $16,000.00 in revenue. (BTT, p. 192 
and EHT, p. 55). 
During this time, Firkins hired a private investigator who "made me 
aware of the transfer of ownership that had occurred from Wally to 
Ruegner." (BTT, p. 65). The investigator told him the titles to the vehicles 
were in the name of Pig Boys. (BTT, p. 146). Notwithstanding this 
knowledge, Firkins admitted he took the vehicles on April 1, 2006, and took 
them to New Mexico. (BTT, p. 147). The trial court found that Firkins 
intentionally took possession of the subject vehicles without the permission, 
express or implied, from Pig Boys on April 1, 2006. (Findings of Fact, f^ 20, 
Addendum A, R. 301). The trial court found that Firkins had no legal or 
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equitable right to the possession of the subject vehicles. Id The trial court 
found, as a matter of law, that Firkins illegally and wrongfully converted the 
subject vehicles for his own use, including the contents, on April 1, 2006, 
depriving Pig Boys of its lawful use and possession of them. (Conclusions 
of Law, «| 5, Addendum A, R. 301). 
C. FIRKINS5 CLAIM OF OWNERSHIP BY ORAL AGREEMENT. 
Firkins claimed ownership below because he claimed he had 
purchased the subject vehicles from Walter pursuant to an oral agreement 
and Walter had given him titles to the vehicles.6 However, the facts showed 
n 
neither case. 
There is no dispute that Walter owned the subject vehicles and used 
them in his movie catering business in Southern California until 
approximately 2001. (Findings of Fact, f 7). Walter had the mobile kitchen 
6
 During the opening statement by Plaintiffs counsel, she described Firkins 
as having two oral agreements with Walter. (BTT, p. 7). At closing, upon 
questioning of the Court, she described the second oral agreement as being a 
modification of the first oral agreement. (BTT, p. 220). The Plaintiffs 
Brief on Appeal, p. 13, describes the second oral agreement as "another 
deal.'5 
7
 It should be noted that Mr. Firkins5 testimony was highly suspect. Firkins5 
deposition was published at trial. (BTT, p. 80). He was impeached eleven 
times based upon inconsistent and contradictory testimony between his 
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built for him by Kitchen Masters in Lubbock, Texas in 1984, and purchased 
the Chevrolet CJ Class Commercial Truck in Minneapolis in 1994. 
(Findings of Fact, f^ 4 and 6). 
Firkins testified on direct examination that he first contacted Walter in 
Burbank, California in November, 2001 to purchase the subject vehicles. 
(BTT, p. 18). Firkins needed the vehicles to perform venues at the Utah 
Olympics. (BTT, p. 84). According to Firkins' direct testimony, the 
purchase price was somewhere around fifty or sixty thousand, although he 
couldn't recall exactly. (BTT, p. 22). Firkins testified that the deal was to 
give Walter $10,000.00 in cash and pay the full purchase price at the end of 
the Olympics. (BTT, p. 23). It is undisputed that Firkins only paid an 
additional $7,000.00 and did not pay him the balance of the purchase price at 
the end of the Olympics. (BTT, p. 91). 
On cross-examination, Firkins admitted he did not know what the 
purchase price really was. (BTT, p. 89). He admitted he testified in his 
deposition that he could not recall the original deal at all. (BTT, p. 86). He 
testified on cross-examination that the fifty-sixty figure was actually based 
deposition testimony and his trial testimony. (BTT, p. 82, 83, 86, 87, 89, 91, 
104,114, 115, 117, and 133). 
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on a transaction with an unrelated third-party. (BTT, p. 89). But, whatever 
the deal was, it was that he pay off the balance by the end of the Olympics 
and he undeniably failed to do so. (BTT, p. 90,91). 
As described in greater detail below, the vehicles were given back to 
the possession of Walter following the Olympics. After a couple of months, 
they were sent to storage at Desmonds yard in Los Angeles, California. 
(BTT, p. 32). They were there during the summer of 2002 for 4 to 6 months. 
(BTT, p. 33). Then, they were stored at Four Stars Catering in Los Angeles, 
and subsequently moved by Walter to another storage yard in Santa Clarita, 
California. (BTT, 36). It is undisputed that Firkins only paid the storage for 
the vehicles at Desmonds. 
Then, in the fall of 2004, Firkins had another need for the subject 
vehicles and contacted Walter. (BTT, p. 38-39). On direct examination, 
Firkins described the transaction as a "continuation" of the first transaction. 
(BTT, p. 38). According to his direct examination, Walter wanted another 
$50,000.00, $10,000.00 down, and Firkins refused. However, Firkins gave 
him the $10,000.00. (BTT, p. 40). According to Firkins' direct 
examination, Walter wanted to allocate $5,000.00 toward a Chevy Suburban 
that Firkins also wanted to buy and $5,000.00 toward the subject vehicles. 
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Id. However, according to Firkins' direct testimony, Walter decided to just 
throw the suburban into the deal. Id. 
On cross-examination, Firkins could not recall the purchase price 
from the second transaction either. Upon being confronted with his 
deposition testimony, he changed his story and testified one would have to 
ask Walter what the purchase price was. (BTT, p. 130). He was also 
confronted with his deposition testimony, where he testified he only gave 
Walter $5,000.00, not $10,000.00. (BTT, p. 133). When asked what Walter 
would say as to the remaining balance due, he testified that he thought 
Walter would say it was "somewhere along, you know, something like, I'm 
just guessing, but he said something between thirty and forty thousand." 
Firkins testified on cross-examination that he was "way short" of paying the 
balance if the deal was an additional thirty-forty thousand over and above 
the $5,000.00 he paid. (BTT, p. 138). 
Firkins wrote Walter a letter on January 21, 2005. (BTT, p. 138 and 
Exhibit P-10). The letter admits that Firkins still owed Walter money for the 
subject vehicles and that he would "consummate this 'deal' with in (sic) the 
next sixty to ninety days." According to Firkins' own records produced at 
trial, he paid only $4,340.00 for the second transaction in 2004, only $7,100 
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in 2005, with his last payment to Walter in August, 2005. (BTT, p. 137-138 
and Exhibit P-9). 
As to the first transaction in 2001, the trial court found that Firkins 
and Walter never came to an enforceable agreement during the negotiations. 
(Findings of Fact, f^ 10, Addendum A, R. 301). The trial court found: 
"Nothing regarding this transaction was in writing. The terms of any 
contract, if any there were, are in question by the Court. The Court is 
not convinced that there was an actual purchase price. And, as to the 
terms, the testimony of Firkins was that he could not recollect the 
length of a contract, when any sums were to be repaid, what was to 
occur in case of default, forfeiture, or penalties of any kind for non-
compliance with the terms. In short, the Court finds that there was no 
enforceable contract pursuant to the November, 2001 negotiations. 
The Court finds that there was no purchase price, no duration, terms, 
no default or forfeiture provisions for non-compliance. And, 
regardless of whether or not there was an enforceable contract, it is 
unquestioned by the testimony of Firkins that he did not fulfill the 
terms of any contact." 
As to the second transaction in 2004, the trial court also came to the 
conclusion that no enforceable contract existed. (Id., *[  14): 
"In November, 2004, Walter and Firkins met again at Walter's house 
and entered into other negotiations regarding the sale of the vehicles 
whereby Firkins once obtained possession of the vehicles. The court 
questions these negotiations. Were the negotiations for a modification 
of the first arrangement between Firkins and Walter or, no 
modification at all, or a new contract? The Court finds that one 
cannot modify a contract that never existed, or enforce a previously 
existing non-enforceable agreement, as the Court has found above. 
Even if these negotiations led to a new contract, which the Court 
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does not find, the undisputed testimony of Firkins and his Exhibit 
P-9 show that he failed to pay for the vehicles even assuming Firkins 
testimony concerning what the purchase price was to be, even after 
the November, 2004 negotiations. .Mr. Firkins payments could have 
been rent for the vehicles. The Court finds that essential terms of an 
enforceable contract, such as purchase price, were not established by 
the evidence. Even if the purchase price was established by the 
evidence, such as being 'fifty-esh,' it is undisputed that Mr. Firkins 
failed to pay the purchase price of the vehicles. 
The trial court concluded that, because of a lack of contract between Firkins 
and Walter, or because Firkins did not fully perform under the contract, if 
one existed, Mr. Firkins had no legal right to the vehicles. (Id., f^ 15). The 
trial court found, as a matter of law, no enforceable contact existed, and even 
if one existed, Firkins defaulted under its terms. (Conclusions of Law, % 
land 2, Addendum A, R. 301). 
D. FIRKINS9 CLAIM OF OWNERSHIP BY TITLE. 
As described above, Firkins also claimed ownership by reason of title. 
Again, the evidence did not support his claim. Walter owned the subject 
vehicles free and clear of any liens before Firkins entered the picture. 
(Findings of Fact, Tj 7, Exhibits D-49 and D-50). 
According to the testimony of Firkins, he waited, after the first 
transaction, until April, 2002 to title the vehicles because they "were 
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working." (BTT, p. 97). He claimed Walter mailed him both titles and he 
applied for original Utah titles on April 24, 2002. (BTT, p. 26). However, 
the Utah DMV records showed that he applied for a Utah title to the truck by 
using a California title but the title for the mobile kitchen was obtained 
based on Firkin's affidavit that the original title was lost.8 (Exhibit D-49 and 
D-50, Addenda B and C). When the subject vehicles were moved to the 
Desmond yard in Los Angeles, sometime during the summer of 2002, 
Firkins gave a set of keys to the vehicles and the titles to Walter. (BTT, p. 
108-109). On cross-examination, Firkins admitted he gave the keys and 
titles to Walter because Walter was demanding to be paid.9 (BTT, p. 109). 
Then, according to Firkins, he and Walter struck a deal whereby they 
would attempt to sell the vehicles and Firkins would recover what he had 
paid Walter. (BTT, p. 115). And, in furtherance of this "deal", which never 
in fact occurred, Firkins signed a California DMV power of attorney. (BTT, 
p. 110 and Exhibit D-49, Addendum B). 
8
 The fact that he did not have the "pink slip" for the mobile kitchen, and 
submitted an affidavit that it was lost or stolen, in order to get a duplicate 
title, demonstrates that Firkins5 testimony was often flawed and suspect. 
Walter still had the original pink slip when he sold the vehicles to Pig Boys. 
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When the second transaction occurred in 2004, it is undisputed that 
Walter had the subject vehicles, the keys, and the titles issued by Utah. 
(BTT, p. 117-118). Remarkably, Firkins testified that he never asked for the 
titles during the negotiations involving the second transaction, when he 
obtained the vehicles from Walter, and never thought to ask for the return of 
the power of attorney. (BTT, p. 121). Firkins further testified he never 
requested to get the titles back from Walter at any point thereafter. Id. 
Instead, Firkins immediately applied for new Utah titles, falsely 
claiming under oath that the Utah tiles were lost or stolen. (BTT, p. 123 and 
Exhibits D-49 and D-50, Addenda B and C). On November 2, 2004, Firkins 
signed an affidavit and filed it with the Utah DMV claiming the titles had 
been lost or stolen and obtained duplicate Utah titles. Id. After getting the 
duplicate Utah titles, Firkins then immediately deposited the duplicate Utah 
titles at New Mexico's DMV on December 8, 2004, and obtained New 
Mexico titles. (BTT, p. 135-136 and Exhibit D-49 and 50, Addenda B and 
C). 
This testimony is contrary to his assertion on appeal that Firkins mailed 
Walters the titles in case a buyer wished to purchase the vehicles. (Brief of 
Appellant, p. 13). 
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The trial court found that Firkins did not have legal title to the subject 
vehicles at the time Walter sold the vehicles to Pig Boys. It found, as a 
matter of law, that Walter had legal and equitable title to the subject vehicles 
when he sold them to Pig Boys on February 13, 2006. (Conclusions of Law, 
If 3, Addendum A, R.301). 
E. FACTS RELATED TO PIG BOY'S DAMAGES. 
Pig Boys claimed damages for loss of the value of the subject 
vehicles, loss of goods and commodities stocked in the vehicles, loss of 
income, punitive damages, and attorney fees. (Answer and Counterclaim, 
R., 16-26). Following trial, the trial court found in favor of Pig Boys on the 
value of the vehicle and for loss of goods and commodities, but rejected Pig 
Boys claim for loss of income, punitive damages, and attorney fees. On 
appeal, Firkins only challenges the trial court's finding on the value of the 
subject vehicles. Pig Boys challenges the trial court's denial of loss of 
income and punitive damages. 
The trial court found "that the value of vehicles at the point of 
conversion by the Plaintiffs was $100,000.00 exclusive of loss of income or 
revenue." (Findings of Fact, f 23, Addendum A, R.301). Ample evidence 
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exists to support this finding. As mentioned above, movie catering trucks 
are not readily available on the market. (BTT, p. 168; EHT, p. 60). They 
are specialty vehicles, not made like cars or trucks for everyday sale. (BTT, 
p. 168). New vehicles can cost between $200,000.00 and $300,000.00, 
depending upon configuration and equipment. (EHT, p. 59). Used catering 
trucks, manufactured in the late 80's or early 90's are valued at $85,000.00 
or more. (EHT, p. 60). Pig Boys purchased the subject vehicles for 
$50,000.00 and expended $14,058.90 to repair them and get them road ready 
as represented by Exhibits D-32-D-44. Ruegner testified that he spent 
approximately 18 days of his own time in repairing the vehicles and the 
value of his labor was at least $20.00 per hour. (EHT, p. 101). The subject 
vehicles could routinely feed between 1,500-2000 people per day. (EHT, p. 
50). As the trial court found, they were income producing. (Findings, f^ 23, 
Addendum A, R. 301). Ruegner testified that he researched the market and 
attempted to find comparable replacement vehicles after they were converted 
by Firkins. (EHD, p. 59). Ruegner testified the cost as being somewhere 
between $75,000 to $110,000.00. (Id). Ruegner found only one that was 
comparable and available for sale in Los Angeles that had been built in the 
late 80's or early 90's for $85,000.00 but, due to the loss in this case, did not 
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have the funds to buy it. (EHD, p. 60). Firkins, himself, placed the value of 
renting the subject vehicles at $1,500.00 per week. (EHD, p. 93 and Exhibit 
D-29). Firkins never presented any contrary evidence and did not object at 
trial to any of the facts set forth above. Therefore, ample un-contradicted 
evidence existed for the trial court to make its finding on the value of the 
subject vehicles. 
The trial court rejected Pig Boy's claim of lost income. Pig Boys 
relied upon expert testimony from Vickie L. Dean. The trial court "was not 
convinced that Ms. Dean's approach was the best approach or most logical" 
and took issue with her methodology and assumptions. (Findings of Fact, ^ 
26, Addendum A, R. 301). While the facts will be more described in 
Appellee's Argument, below, Ms. Dean's approach was to determine what 
income would have been generated to Pig Boys had Firkins not converted 
the subject vehicles for his own use. (BTT, p. 125). Her report, which was 
admitted into evidence, is Exhibit D-48 and contains six sub-exhibits which 
were also admitted into evidence. 
The trial court also rejected Pig Boys claims for punitive damages and 
attorney fees. The factual bases for Pig Boys' claim of punitive damages 
will also be discussed in Appellee's Argument below. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN HOLDING FIRKINS 
HAD NO VALID CLAIM TO THE SUBJECT VEHICLES BY 
REASON OF AN ALLEGED CONTRACT OR BY TITLE. 
The trial court made very specific findings to support its ultimate 
conclusion that Firkins had no valid claim to the subject vehicles. It made 
specific finding relative to Firkins' contract claim and Firkins' claim of title. 
Whether a legal contract exists is a question of law, but its determination 
often rests upon subsidiary factual rulings which may not be set aside unless 
clearly erroneous. Burton Lumber & Hardware Company, supra, and 
Grossen v. DeWitt, supra. In this case, there is substantial evidence to 
support the trial court's ultimate conclusion and subsidiary findings that: (A) 
no valid and enforceable agreement ever existed between Firkins and 
Walter; (B) assuming a valid and enforceable agreement existed, Firkins 
never performed under the agreement; and, (C) Firkins never held valid 
title. While claiming there is insufficient evidence to support these findings, 
and giving lip-service to the marshalling of evidence requirement, Firkins 
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has wholly failed to show that the trial court's findings were clearly 
erroneous. 
No Valid Contract Existed. In order for a contract to exist, there must 
be mutual assent by the parties manifesting their intention to be bound by its 
terms. Sachs v. Lesser, 163 P.3d 662 (Ut. App. 2007), rev'd on other 
grounds, 2008 UT 87 (2008). "Furthermore, a contract can be 
enforced...only if the obligations of the parties are set forth with sufficient 
definiteness that it can be performed. Bunnell v. Bills, 368 P.2d 597, 600 
(Utah 1962). "[WJhere a contract is so uncertain and indefinite that the 
intention of the parties in material particulars cannot be ascertained, the 
contract is void and unenforceable." Stangl v. Todd, 554 P.2d 1316, 1319 
(Ut. 1976). Also see Carter v. Sorenson, 2004 UT 33, ^ 8. 90 P.3d 637 
(Utah 2004)("A contact...must have definite terms...or else it cannot be 
enforced by a court.5'). 
In this case, the trial court found that no valid and enforceable oral 
agreement to purchase the subject vehicles ever existed between Firkins and 
Walter. Findings of Fact, f^ 10, 14, 15, and 16 and Conclusions of Law, <[ 2, 
3, and 4 are applicable to this issue. In essence, the trial court found that 
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essential terms, such as purchase price, payments, duration, terms, default, 
etc., were lacking. 
As to the first transaction in 2001, Firkins could not testify as to a 
purchase price. He testified on direct examination that it was "around" fifty 
or sixty thousand, but he couldn't recall exactly. (BTT, p. 22). The deal 
involved a down payment of $10,000.00 and payment of the full purchase 
price at the end of the Olympics. (BTT, p. 23). On cross-examination, after 
being confronted with his deposition testimony, he admitted he really did not 
know what the purchase price was, and it would depend on "which day you 
would have asked Mr. Walter."10 (BTT, p. 89). It is not surprising that the 
trial court found essential terms were lacking and also concluded, "Mr. 
Firkins' deposition was published. At page 20, the following was asked: 
"Q. What was the purchase price of the vehicles.? 
A. Again, I'm not trying to be evasive. That's always been the 
point of contention. It was always kind of a sliding scale on 
Wally's part. But the original deal, I don't even recall 
what the original deal was. I gave him money. He handed me 
the titles. 
Q. Well, you had to have some idea of what the price of them 
were. 
A. There's the point of contention. Depending on what day you 
asked him, it could have been anywhere from 45,000 to 
100,000." 
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Firkins' payments could have been rent payments for the vehicles." 
(Findings of Fact, ^ 14, Addendum A, R. 301). 
As to the second transaction in 2004, Firkins' direct examination 
testimony was that Walter wanted another $50,000.00 with $10,000.00 
down, and Firkins refused. Nevertheless, according to his direct testimony, 
Firkins gave him the $10,000.00. And a suburban vehicle, that Walter 
originally wanted to sell for $5,000.00, was also thrown into the deal. (BTT, 
39-40). However, on cross-examination, after being confronted with his 
deposition testimony, Firkins again could not testify as to the purchase price 
and again testified one would have to ask Walter what the purchase price 
was. (BTT, 130-131). He was also forced to change his direct testimony 
and admit he gave Walter only $5,000.00, not $10,000.00, as a down 
payment. (BTT, 133-134). When asked what Walter would say as to what 
the price was, and what more was to be paid, Firkins testified it was 
"somewhere along, you know, something like, I'm guessing, but he said 
something between thirty and forty thousand." (BTT, p. 131). 
Firkins never provided any intelligent, consistent testimony 
concerning these two transactions relative to payment terms, duration, 
forfeiture, or penalties of any kind for non-compliance. Under well-
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established law, a contract must have definite terms, including a price, or it 
will not be enforced by a court. Carter v. Sorenson, 2004 UT 33, 90 P.3d 
638, 638 (Utah 2004). Firkins has failed to show that the trial court's 
Findings of Fact were clearly erroneous. 
In his Brief, Firkins argues that an implied-in-fact contract existed, for 
which an action in quantum meruit arises, which does not necessarily require 
the parties to agree on a contract price, citing Davies v. Olson, 746 P.2d 264 
(Ut.App. 1987). (Appellant's Brief, p. 28-30). First, Firkins never pled this 
issue or raised it in the trial court for the trial court to rule upon. Firkins is 
foreclosed from raising it for the first time on appeal. Duke v. Graham, 
2007 UT 31, If 26, 156 P.3d 540 (Ut. 2007). Second, Firkins is mixing 
apples with oranges and bootstrapping an argument. A claim for quantum 
meruit presupposes no enforceable contract exists and allows recovery 
where it would be unfair for one party to a transaction to be unjustly 
enriched at the expense of another. Scheller v. Dixie Six Corp., 753 P.2d 
971 (Ut. App. 971). Firkins may not argue quantum meruit in a transaction 
between he and Walter to prove the existence of an enforceable contract 
against Pig Boys, who was not a party to the Firkins-Walter transaction. 
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Firkins had the right to pursue a judgment for restitution against Walter at 
the trial if he wished, but failed to do so. 
Assuming a contract, Firkins failed to perform. The trial court 
concluded that, even assuming a valid contract existed, Firkins failed to 
perform as shown by his own testimony and evidence. (Findings of Fact, *[  
14 and 15, Addendum A, R. 301). In fact, Firkins admitted he failed to 
perform and pay the purchase price regarding each of the two transactions. 
With respect to the 2001 transaction, Firkins testified that he did not pay the 
purchase price at the end of the Olympics, as promised. (BTT, p. 91). After, 
the vehicles, keys, and titles were returned to Walter. (BTT, 117-118).11 
With respect to the 2004 transaction, Firkins admitted again that he was 
"way short" of paying for the vehicles if the deal was thirty-forty thousand 
over and above the $5,000.00 he paid as a down payment. (BTT, 138). 
According to his own records, he paid only $4,340.00 for the second 
transaction in 2004, only $7,100.00 in 2005, with his last payment in 
August, 2005. (BTT, p. 137-138 and Exhibit P-9). 
11
 The Appellant makes the argument in his Brief, p. 25-26, that the 2001 
agreement "was later modified to extend the payment term" and the 2004 
contract was "modified to extend the time to pay the purchase price." There 
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Contrary to Appellant's assertion that the behavior between Firkins 
1 9 . 
and Walter support the position that a contract was formed, their behavior 
was quite the opposite. Firkins admitted he gave the keys and titles to the 
vehicles to Walter after the failure of the first transaction because Walter 
was demanding to be paid. (BTT, p. 109). After the second transaction, 
Firkins wrote a letter to Walter on January 21, 2005, stating he would 
"consummate the 'deal'" within sixty to ninety days. (BTT, p. 138 and 
Exhibit P-10). However, he never did. If, indeed, the 2004 transaction was 
an enforceable contract for the sale of the vehicles, why didn't Firkins have 
Walter endorse the titles instead of filing a false affidavit with the State of 
Utah DMV claiming the titles were lost or destroyed? 
Firkins held no valid title. Firkins' testimony at trial regarding the 
transactions and the titles was suspicious at best. After having heard Firkins 
testimony, Pig Boys attempted to introduce Walter's deposition under Rule 
32(a)(2) and (3) Ut.R.Civ.P. because Walter failed to appear at trial and 
Walter claimed Firkins fraudulently obtained Utah titles. The trial court 
is no evidence in the record to support these arguments and the Appellant's 
Brief cites to none. 
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denied the request because the trial court believed that the testimony of 
Walter was unnecessary and cumulative. (BBT, 218). Regardless of this 
apparent error, Firkins' own testimony and the exhibits show that his claim 
of title was fraudulently obtained. 
No question exists that Walter owned the subject vehicles free of liens 
prior to any deal with Firkins. As to the first transaction in 2001, Firkins 
testified that Walter mailed the titles, endorsed to him, sometime after their 
negotiations in Burbank, California in November, 2001. (BTT, p. 18). 
However, the Utah DMV records showed that Firkins filed an affidavit 
claiming the original title to the mobile kitchen was lost in order to get a 
duplicate certificate to the mobile kitchen. (Exhibit D-50, Addendum C). 
Then, it is undisputed that Firkins gave the Utah titles, along with the keys, 
back to Walter following the collapse of the first transaction. (BTT, p. 108-
109). It is also undisputed that Firkins signed a California DMV power of 
attorney. (Exhibit D-49, Addendum B, and BTT, p. 110). While Firkins 
attempted to claim this was for some other "deal", Firkins testified he never 
asked for the power of attorney back at any time (BTT, p. 121), never asked 
12
 This argument was never made to the trial court and the trial court had no 
opportunity to rule on it. He should not be permitted to argue it on appeal. 
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for the Utah titles back from Walter in the course of the second transaction 
in November, 2004, and, indeed, never asked for them at any time thereafter. 
(Id). Instead, it is undisputed that Firkins filed a false and fraudulent 
affidavit with Utah's DMV immediately following the second transaction, 
on November 2, 2004, claiming the titles were lost or destroyed, in order to 
obtain duplicate Utah titles. (BTT, p. 123 and Exhibits D-49 and D-50, 
Addenda B and C). Then, on December 8, 2004, Firkins deposited the 
duplicate Utah titles with New Mexico's DMV to obtain new New Mexico 
titles—the titles he now claims are valid. No one in the trial court believed 
Firkins' story or that Firkins' New Mexico titles had any validity. The trial 
court found factually that Firkins "had no legal or equitable right to the 
possession of the Truck and Trailer." (Findings of Fact, f^ 20). The trial 
court further ruled, as a matter of law, "The Court concludes that Walter had 
legal and equitable title to the vehicles when he sold the vehicles to 
Defendants." (Conclusions of Law, f^ 3). 
Pig Boys argued below, as it does here, that Lake Philgas Service v. 
Valley Bank & Trust Company, 845 P.2d 951 (Ut.App. 1993) controls this 
case. Under Lake Philgas, a vehicle conversion case, this court ruled that a 
Duke v. Graham, supra.. 
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motor vehicle's title and registration present only a presumption of 
ownership, which may be rebutted by admissible relevant evidence of a 
failed sale. Here, as in Lake Philgas, the alleged sale failed. Here, the trial 
court found no enforceable agreement for sale existed between Firkins and 
Walter. Here, the trial court found that, even if an enforceable agreement 
existed, Firkins failed to perform under the terms and failed to pay for the 
vehicles. Firkins shows no evidence on appeal explaining how these 
findings are clearly erroneous. Contrary to Firkins' argument, Lake Phil gas 
is squarely on point and controlling. 
II. THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN HOLDING THAT 
FIRKINS CONVERTED THE SUBJECT VEHCILES OWNED 
BY PIG BOYS. 
In order to prove an action for conversion, a party must prove that the 
act in question constituted '"an act of intentional interference, with a chattel, 
done without lawful justification by which the person entitled thereto is 
deprived of its use and possession.'" Lake Philgas, supra, p. 955. The trial 
court below found, "Firkins intentionally took possession of the Truck and 
Trailer without the permission, express or implied, from Pig Boys on or 
about April 1, 2006. The Court finds Firkins had no legal or equitable right 
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to the possession of the Truck and Trailer." (Findings of Fact, f^ 20, 
Addendum A, R.301). The trial court concluded as a matter of law "that 
Firkins illegally and wrongfully converted the Truck and Trailer, including 
the contents, for his own use on April 1, 2006, depriving Pig Boys of its 
lawful use and possession of them." (Conclusions of Law, f^ 5, Addendum 
A, R. 301). A trial court's determination of conversion is a legal question 
which is reviewed for correctness. Bennett v. Huish, supra. A trial court's 
subsidiary findings for its determination of conversion are reviewed under a 
clearly erroneous standard. Lake Philgas, supra, p. 955. 
On appeal, Firkins merely re-hashes his version of the facts and 
claims that he had an agreement with Walter and had valid titles—therefore 
he was not culpable of conversion—and Pig Boys was culpable. These same 
arguments were addressed by Appellee, above, and Appellee incorporates 
them by reference herein. 
Further, while acknowledging the marshalling rule, Firkins makes a 
weak effort to comply by merely reciting the trial court's findings. No effort 
is made by examining and marshalling the trial testimony or the exhibits. 
This does not pass the "rigorous and strict" marshalling requirement and this 
Court is entitled to accept the trial court's findings without further analysis. 
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Burton Lumber & Hardware Company v. Graham, 2008 UT. App. 207, 186 
P.3d 1012, 1017 (Ut. App. 2008). 
III. THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN FINDING THE 
VALUE OF THE SUBJECT VEHICLES WAS $100,000.00. 
The measure of damages for conversion is the value of the converted 
property at the time of conversion, plus interest. Lysenko v. Sawaya, supa. 
While the measure of damages is a question of law reviewed for correctness, 
the amount awarded is a determination of fact that may be reversed only if 
clearly erroneous. Id. 
The trial court found that "the value of vehicles at the point of 
conversion by the Plaintiffs was $100,000.00 exclusive of loss of income or 
revenue." (Findings of Fact, |^ 23, Addendum A, R. 301). The trial court 
found that the subject vehicles were "unique" and "income producing." Id. 
Substantial evidence exists to support these findings. 
On appeal, Firkins does not quarrel with the measure of damages as 
established by Lysenko. Instead, Firkins claims that the amount awarded by 
the trial court was excessive, an argument he admits may be sustained only 
if the trial court's findings were clearly erroneous. (Appellant's Brief, p. 32-
33). 
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Firkins admits on appeal that "[c]atering trucks are unique and 
therefore their values are hard to determine." Id, p. 33. The evidence 
showed that movie catering trucks are not readily available on the market. 
(BTT, p. 168; EHT, p. 60). They are specialty vehicles, not manufactured 
and distributed like ordinary cars and trucks. (BTT, p. 168). New catering 
trucks can cost between $200,000.00 and $300,000.00, depending upon 
configuration and equipment installed. (EHT, p. 59). Used catering trucks, 
built as early as the late 80's and 90's, are valued at $85,000.00 or more. 
(EHT, p. 60). In this case, Pig Boys purchased the subject vehicles for 
$50,000.00. While the vehicles needed a lot of repairs, Pig Boys believed 
they were a bargain. The tractor had low miles (BTT, p. 185) and the 
kitchen fed substantially more than Pig Boy's current Grumen Olsen. (EHT, 
49-50). Pig Boys spent $14,058.90 to repair them and get them usable. 
(Exhibits D-32-D-44). Ruegner spent approximately 18 days of his own 
time and labor, at $20.00 per hour, in restoring them. (EHT, p. 101). After 
the conversion of the subject vehicles, Ruegner researched the market in an 
effort to find comparable replacement vehicles. He found the cost being 
somewhere between $75,000.00 and $110,0000.00. (EHT, p. 59). He found 
one available for sale in Los Angeles for $85,000.00 but, due to his loss in 
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this case, lacked sufficient funds to acquire it. (EHT, p. 60). Firkins himself 
placed the value of renting the subject vehicles out to someone else as 
$1,500.00 per week. (EHT, p. 93 and Exhibit D-29). Given these 
circumstances, the trial court did not err in finding the value of the subject 
vehicles to be $100,000.00. In valuing personal property, and particularly 
unique personal property, "The rule is a flexible one that can be modified in 
the interest of fairness." Winters v. Charles Anthony, Inc., 586 P.2d 453, 
454 (Utah 1978). 
At no time did Firkins object to the evidence presented at trial below. 
His arguments on appeal, that Ruegner failed to present sufficient specifics 
relative to comparable vehicles he researched, and that he should have 
introduced appraisals (Appellant's Brief, p. 34), were never presented or 
argued before the trial court. He should not be entitled to raise this issue 
initially on appeal. Duke v. Graham, supra. Indeed, he should be judicially 
estopped from making this argument because, during closing argument 
below, Firkins characterized the price Pig Boys paid for the subject vehicles 
as "a sweetheart deal" and the subject vehicles were "way under-valued." 
(EHT, p. 153). 
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In short, substantial evidence exits to support the trial court's findings 
on value and Firkins should not now be allowed to complain about the 
evidence. 
IV. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN NOT AWARDING PIG BOYS 
DAMAGES FOR LOST INCOME. 
The trial court declined to award lost income because it was not 
convinced that the Plaintiffs expert, Ms. Dean, used the best methodology 
1 o 
or assumptions. (Findings of Fact, *f 26, Addendum A, R. 301). Because 
the issue is one of law, review is for correctness. Anesthesiologists 
Associates of Ogden v. St. Benedicts Hospital, 884 P.2d 1236, 1238 (Utah 
1994). 
The objective in awarding damages is to award the injured party the 
full compensation for actual losses incurred, Henderson v. For-Shor Co., 
757 P.2d 465, 469 (Ut. App. 1998), by evaluating any loss "suffered by the 
most direct, practical and accurate method that can be employed." Even 
Odds, Inc. v. Nielson, 448 P.2d 709, 711 (1968). While the injured party has 
the burden of proving the fact, causation, and amount of damages, he need 
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only do so with reasonable certainty rather than with absolute precision. 
Canyon Country Store v. Bracey, 781 P.2d 414, 418 (Utah 1989). Damages 
are not proved by speculation or guesswork, but evidence showing a just and 
reasonable estimate of damages based on relevant data is sufficient. 
Sampson v. Richins, 770 P.2d 998, 1007 (Ut. App. 1989)(some degree of 
uncertainty in the evidence of damages will not relieve a defendant from 
compensating a wronged plaintiff). And, once a defendant has been shown 
to have caused a loss, the level of certainty required to establish the amount 
of loss is generally lower than that required to establish the fact or cause of 
loss. Id. 
A party is entitled to recover lost net income or profits resulting from 
a conversion. Henderson v. For-Shor Company, supra, p. 469-470). This is 
determined by computing the difference between the gross profits and the 
expenses that would be incurred in acquiring such profits. Id., and Carlson 
Distributing Co. v. Salt Lake Brewing Co., 95 P.3d 1171, 1177 (Ut. App. 
2004). The injured party must provide the best evidence available to him 
13
 Ms. Deans qualifications were not disputed below. She had previously 
testified as an expert many times in Utah Courts. Her opinion was based 
upon GAP principles. (Exhibit D-48). 
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under the circumstances. Carlson Distributing, surpa., citing Penalko, Inc. v 
John Price Assocs., Inc., 642 P.2d 1229, 1233 (Utah 1982). 
In order to understand the trial court's determinations, it is necessary 
to explain Ms. Dean's methodology and assumptions. Ms. Dean's assigned 
task was to determine the net income that would have been generated had 
the subject vehicles not been converted by Firkins. (EHT, p. 119 and 125; 
Exhibit D-48, Addendum D).14 Ms. Dean first gathered and analyzed the 
actual income and expenses of Pig Boys in operating its one catering truck 
for the years 2006 and 2007. (EHT, 120-121). This included gathering Pig 
Boys' corporate tax returns and financial statements for 2006-2007 (sub-
exhibits 1 and 2 to Exhibit D-48, Addendum D), isolating the gross and net 
incomes from the one catering truck from other incomes for 2006 and 2007 
(sub-exhibit 3 to Exhibit D-48, Addendum D), and then calculated a "per-
plate" gross income from the actual contracts performed by Pig Boys on 
productions for 2006 and 2007. (EHT, p. 120-123 and sub-exhibit 4 to 
Exhibit D-48, Addendum D). Ms. Dean was determining the average gross 
income per-plate, average days on a production, and an average number of 
14
 Only sub-exhibit 6 of Exhibit D-48 is attached as Addendum D. 
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people served. (EHT, p. 123 and sub-exhibit 6 to Exhibit D-48, Addendum 
D). 
Then, as Ms. Dean's report shows, she analyzed six prior years of 
actual costs relating to the one catering truck owned by Pig Boys and 
determined that a ratio of 60% costs-to-income was appropriate to determine 
net income. (EHT, p. 125-128 and sub-exhibit 6 to Exhibit D-48, 
Addendum D). The 60% included all costs associated with operating a 
catering truck, including food, fuel, repairs and maintenance, linen and table 
rentals, and any labor costs. (EHT, p. 126). Ms. Dean testified that she used 
a six-year period to analyze costs in order to provide the benefit of any 
doubt. (EHT, p. 126-127). 
Based upon her analyses, Pig Boys lost net income of $175,077.96 for 
2006 and $124,355.67 for 2007. (EHT, p. 127 and 133; sub-exhibit 6 to 
Exhibit D-48, Addendum D). Ms. Dean did not allocate any income for the 
greater potential revenue-generating capacity of the subject vehicles. (EHT, 
p. 128). Her assumptions were that the subject vehicles would have 
produced at least the same amount of income as Pig Boys existing catering 
truck and work was available. (EHT, p. 129). Her assumptions were based 
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upon her own knowledge of the movie industry,15 Ruegner's testimony, and 
reports from the Utah Film Commission that identified all feature 
productions in Utah for the period of July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2007. 
(EHT, 56, 139 and sub-exhibit 5 to Exhibit D-48, Addendum D). 
The trial court was concerned that Ruegner testified that he had not 
actually bid on many of the feature productions identified in sub-exhibit 5 to 
Exhibit D-48, and further had testified he turned down only three feature 
productions that approached him directly, for lack of equipment. (EHT, p. 
79 and 129-130). Ruegner testified that he did not bid on many of the jobs 
at the Utah Film Commission because he could not fulfill them due to the 
lack of a second catering truck. (EHT, p. 95). He did not bid, simply to be 
turned down for lack of equipment. Id. Pig Boys lacked the financial 
means to purchase a substitute catering truck as it had just lost over 
$75,000.00 in cash due to the conversion by Firkins. (EHT, p. 60). 
Pig Boys submits that it presented the best evidence available. Pig 
Boys has no competitors in Utah from which to draw any inferences. (EHT, 
p. 66). It submitted its own financial documents and an expert who analyzed 
15
 Ms. Dean testified that 25% of her client base comes from the motion 
picture industry and she works with producers, directors, and crews. (EHT, 
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six years of business records before making conclusions. The trial court's 
rejection of lost profits, because Pig Boys did not have the ability to bid 
upon work caused by Firkins wrongful conduct, was legally incorrect. "The 
requirement that lost profits must be established with reasonable certainty to 
be recovered as damages is a flexible one, demanding a sensitivity to the 
facts of a particular case." Am Jur, Damages, §444. In considering lost 
profits from an established business, "Since past experience provides a 
reasonably certain basis for the calculation of the plaintiffs loss of future 
profits, an established business can usually provide data form which future 
profits can reasonably be projected." Am Jur, Damages, §446. This is 
exactly what Pig Boys did. Even if the acquisition of the subject mobile 
kitchen was considered new business, from which no past profit analysis 
could be made, such would not prevent recovery of lost profits, Canyon 
Country Store v. Bracey, supra, and new businesses are allowed to prove 
lost profit by other means. Cook Assoc, Inc. v. Warnick, 664 P.2d 1161, 
1165 (Utah 1983). 
The trial court committed an error by requiring Pig Boys to prove it 
had in fact bid on the productions, but was denied contracts, because it 
p. 112). 
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lacked the equipment to fulfill the contracts. First, the law does not require 
such a high degree of certainty and specificity. Even if the subject vehicles 
were considered to be anew business", the level of certainty required is 
generally lower than that required to establish the fact or cause of the loss. 
Cook Assc, Inc. v. Warnick, supra, p. 1166. All that is required is a 
reasonable approximation. Kilpatrick v. Wiley, Rein & Fielding,, 37 P.3d 
1130, 1146 (Utah 2001). Second, a party who has unquestionably caused 
the loss may not be able to escape liability because of uncertainty in the 
amount of damages. Eastman Kodack Co, of New York v. Southern Photo 
Materials Co., 273 U.S. 359, 379 (1927) (defendant, whose act caused the 
loss, may not complain of uncertainty in lost profit calculation) and Gould v. 
Mountain States Tel & Tel Co., 309 P.2d 802, 805-806 (Utah 1957). 
Third, what more could Pig Boys prove? Pig Boys could not bid on 
additional contracts because Firkins wrongfully converted the property. Pig 
Boys presented the best evidence available. It was an error for the trial court 
to require Pig Boys to successfully bid on projects while lacking equipment, 
and being placed at risk for subsequent liability for non-performance, before 
being able to claim lost profits. 
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V. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN NOT AWARDING PIG BOYS 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES FOR THE WRONGFUL CONVERSION 
OF THE SUBJECT VEHICLES. 
The trial court declined to award Pig Boys punitive damages because 
it believed that, although Firkins had no legal or equitable claim to the 
subject vehicles, Firkins "held a belief in his mind that he had an equitable 
claim to the vehicles." (Findings of Fact, {^ 21, Addendum A, R. 301). 
Thus, the trial court gave Firkins the "benefit of the doubt" for his 
subjective, yet misplaced belief. Respectfully, this is a legal conclusion Pig 
Boys submits is plain error. 
No defense exists to punitive damages simply because an offending 
party has a subjective belief his or her actions were appropriate. Mahana v. 
Onyx Acceptance Corp., 96 P.3d 893 (Utah 2004). Mahana was a case 
where two competing dealerships claimed superior liens in a vehicle found 
to be wrongfully repossessed and converted by Onyx. Rejecting Onyx's 
claim it had a good faith belief it held a superior lien, the trial court awarded 
punitive damages that were upheld on appeal. The court ruled, p. 902: 
"The presence of a colorable underlying legal argument is not a 
license to act in reckless disregard of the potential rights of others." 
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In this case, before the vehicles were converted by Firkins on April 1, 
2006, Firkins contacted the police and was advised it was a civil matter. 
(BTT, P- 63). Firkins then hired a private investigator who "made [him] 
aware of the transfer of ownership that had occurred from Wally to 
Ruegner." (BTT, p. 65). The investigator told him the titles were in the 
name of Pig Boys. (BTT, p. 146). Firkins knew he had failed to pay the full 
purchase price of the vehicles regardless of which transaction he was relying 
upon. Instead of filing a civil action, Firkins engaged in self-help and 
secreted the vehicles to New Mexico. (BTT, p. 147). These facts clearly 
demonstrate a reckless disregard for the rights of others. 
Then, after the vehicles were removed to New Mexico, Firkins filed 
the instant action claiming that Pig Boys had converted Firkins property for 
the period of February 13, 2006 (date of sale) to April 1, 2006 (date Firkins 
got possession) and sought damages. At trial, Firkins provided false and 
misleading testimony. He was impeached eleven times at trial on material 
factual matters including the alleged purchase price and down payment, and 
his claim of titles. (BTT, p. 82, 83, 86, 87, 89, 91, 104, 114, 115, 117, and 
133). Contrary to his testimony that Walter mailed the pink slip to the 
mobile kitchen for the 2002 transaction and, based thereon, was able to have 
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it titled in Utah, the undisputed evidence showed that Firkins filed a false 
affidavit with Utah's DMV on April 24, 2002, claiming it was lost or 
destroyed and obtained a duplicate title. (Exhibit D-50). Further, the 
undisputed evidence showed Firkins filed two false affidavits with Utah's 
DMV on November 2, 2004, claiming the titles were lost or destroyed, in 
order to get duplicate titles that he could then immediately use in New 
Mexico to get new titles. (Exhibit D-49 and D-50). 
The facts in this case are far worse than the facts in either Lake 
Philgas, supra, or Mahana, supra, where the trial courts awarded punitive 
damages which were upheld by this court. The trial court committed legal 
error. The trial court rejected Pig Boys request to present evidence as to the 
amount of punitive damages to be awarded in the damages phase of this case 
due to its incorrect ruling. This Court should reverse and remand for 
additional evidence on the amount to be awarded. 
CONCLUSION AND RLIEF SOUGHT 
The Court should affirm the trial court's determination that Firkins 
had no valid claim to the subject vehicles and converted them for his own 
use. The Court should also affirm its award of $100,000.00 for the loss of 
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the two vehicles. However, the Court should reverse the trial court's denial 
of lost income and remand to the trial court for it to enter judgment in favor 
of Pig Boys for $175,077.96 in lost profits for 2006 and $124,355.67 for 
2007. The Court should also reverse the trial court's denial of punitive 
damages and remand for a hearing to determine an appropriate amount of 
punitive damages. 
DATED this / T d a y of January, 2009. 
STEPHEN W. COOK 
Attorney for Appellee/Cross- Appellant 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
RICK FIRKINS AND ALL STAR 
MOTION PICTURE CATERING, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
PAUL RUEGNER, PIG BOYS, INC., 
AND ZELIG WALTER, 
' Defendants. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Civil No. 060906031 
Judge GLENN K. IWASAK1 
The above-entitled matter came regularly before the Court, the Honorable Glenn 
K. Iwaski, presiding on July 8, 2008, for trial on the issues of liability only. The 
Plaintifi/Counter-Defendant, Rick Firkins and All Star Motion Picture Catering, were 
present and was represented by counsel, Olivia D. Uitta The Defendants/Counter-
Claimants/Cross-Claimants, Paul Ruegner and Pig Boys, Inc., appeared in person and 
through counsel, Stephen W. Cook, The Cross-Defendant, Zelig Walter, failed to appear 
and his default was entered. After having found for the Plaintiff on the issue of liability, 
and entering findings of fact and conclusions of law on the record regarding liability, the 
FILED DISTKiCT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
eputy Clark 
matter came before the Court on August 19,2008 for a trial on damages. The Plaintiff 
Rick Firkins was not present but was represented by his counsel. The Defendants were 
present and were represented by their counsel After having heard all of the evidence, 
after having heard the arguments of counsel, and after having been fully apprised in these 
premises, the Court now enters its; 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The Court finds that the Plaintiff/Counter- Defendant Rick Firkins 
("Firkins") is an individual residing at 3503 E. River ParJk Dr., South Lake Tahoe, CA 
96150. At all times material Firkins did business as a sole proprietorship under the name 
of All Star Motion Picture Catering. 
2. The Court finds that the DefendantyCounter-Claimant/Cross-Claimant 
Paul Rugner ("Ruegner") is a resident of the County of Salt Lake, State of Utah. At all 
times herein material, Ruegner was the President of Defendant/Counter-Claimant/Cross-
Claimant Pig Boys, Inc. ("Pig Boys"). At all times material Pig Boys was a Utah 
Corporation in good standing with its principal place of business in Salt Lake County, 
State of Utah. 
•3. The Court finds that the Defendant/Cross-Defendant Zelig Walter 
("Walter") is a resident of the State of Texas residing at 120 Piper Trail, The Woodlands, 
TX 77381. 
4. The Court finds that Walter owned a 1984 Kitchen Utility Van Trailer that 
was built for him by Kitchen Masters in Lubbock Texas, VIN: 1K93F3834E1044112 
("Trailer"). 
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5. Together) the Truck and the Trailer are sometimes referred to as "the 
vehicles" in these findings, 
6. Walter purchased a 1994 Chevrolet CJ Class Commercial Truck, VIN: 
1GBJ7HIJ4RJ105593 IN 1994 ("Truck") in 1994 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
7. Walter owned the Truck and Trailer outright and used the Truck and 
Trailer in his trade of a motion picture caterer until approximately 2001, 
8. Firkins was also in the motion picture catering business and had been 
since approximately 1986. Firkins testified that he performed motion picture catering ail 
over the United States including Utah. 
9. Ruegner and Pig Boys were also in the motion picture catering business in 
Utah for over 15 years. 
10. In approximately November 2001, Firkins had a conversation with Walter 
at Walter's home in Sherman Oaks, California. Firkins explained that he had a need for 
the Truck and Trailer as he had a catering contract in Utah for the feeding of TV crews 
filming the Olympics. Firkins explained that he anticipated receiving a large profit from 
the contract following the Olympics that were to be held in late January and early 
February, 2002. At that time, Firkins and Walter entered into negotiations for the sale of 
the vehicles. The Court is not convinced that Firkins and Walter ever came to an 
enforceable agreement during these negotiations. Testimony was enlightening in that it 
appears that Walter was in divorce proceedings in California and may have been 
attempting to secret his assets as much as possible. Nothing regarding this transaction 
was in writing, The terms of any contract, if any there were, are in question by the Court. 
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The Court is not convinced that there was an actual purchase price. And, as to the terms, 
the testimony of Firkins was that he could not recollect the length of a contract, when any 
sums were to be repaid, what was to occur in case of default, forfeiture, or penalties of 
any kind for non-compliance with the terms. In short, the Court finds that there was no 
enforceable contract pursuant to the November, 2001 negotiations. The Court finds that 
there was no purchase price, no duration terms, no default or forfeiture provisions for 
non-compliance. And, regardless of whether or not there was an enforceable contract, it 
is unquestioned by the testimony of Firkins that he did not fulfill the terms and conditions 
of any contract 
11. The Court finds that Firkins transported the vehicles to Salt Lake City, 
Utah and used the vehicles to perform his motion picture catering contract at the 
Olympics. He operated his business from 4795 N. Highway 40, Heber City, Utah 84032. 
12. The Court finds that, following the Olympics, Firkins transported the 
Truck and the Trailer to a storage facility in Sun Valley, California, known as the 
"Desmond Brothers" 
13. Firkins testified that Desmond had the vehicles transported to another 
facility, Archer, where Walter paid the impound fees, and transferred the vehicles to For 
Star, another storage facility, for a period of time and then ultimately to a storage facility 
called SC Storage in Santa Clarita California. 
14. In November, 2004, Walter and Firkins met again at Walter's house and 
entered into other negotiations regarding the sale of the vehicles whereby Firkins once 
again obtained possession of the vehicles. The Court questions these negotiations. Were 
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the negotiations for a modification of the first arrangement between Firkins and Walter 
or, no modification at all, or a new contract? The Court finds that one cannot modify a 
contract that never existed, or enforce a previously existing non-enforceable agreement, 
as the Court has found above. Even if these negotiations led to a new contract, which the 
Court does not find, or finds that it was a modification of a previously existing contract, 
which the Court also does not find, the undisputed testimony of Firkins and his Exhibit P-
9 show that he failed to pay for the vehicles even assuming Firkins' testimony concerning 
what the purchase price was to be, even after the November, 2004 negotiations. Here, 
again, there was insufficient evidence to the Court's satisfaction as to what the purchase 
price was to be. As to these negotiations, it was Firkin's testimony that the purchase 
price would be the balance of what was left. But, what was that amount? Mr. Firkins 
testified, in referring to Walter's view, that "It was whatever he said on a given day." As 
to Mr. Firkin's own view, it was "fifty-esh", or again, an "estimate'5, but again there was 
no purchase price to apply the payments Mr. Firkin's allegedly made. Mr. Firkin's 
payments could have been rent payments for the vehicles. The Court finds that essential 
terms of an enforceable contract, such as purchase price, were not established by the 
evidence. Even if the purchase price was established by the evidence, such as being 
"fifty-esh", it is undisputed that Mr. Firkins failed to pay the purchase price of the 
vehicles, 
15. The Court finds that, because of a lack of contract between Firkins and 
Walter, or because Mr. Firkins did not fully perform under the contract, if one existed, 
Mr. Firkins had no legal right to the vehicles, Mr. Firkins may have had an equitable 
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claim in his own mind due to the fact of the transactions and course of business between 
he and Walter, but the long and short of it to the Court is that he had no legal or equitable 
right to the vehicles because there was no enforceable contract and, even if one existed, 
Mr. Firkins failed to fulfill the contract and defaulted on his legal right to the vehicles. 
16. The Court contrasts the negotiations above between Firkins and Walter to 
those of the Defendants and Walter. Walter negotiated with Pig Boys for the sale of the 
vehicles. Pig Boys agreed to purchase the vehicles for the total sum of $50,000.00 cash 
but insisted that Pig Boys be provided transferable titles evidencing ownership of the 
vehicles, Mr, Ruegner questioned Firkins name and signature on the titles that were 
initially presented to him and rejected the transaction. Only when Walter went back to 
California and obtained clean California titles did the Defendants continue to consider the 
transaction. Even after Walter presented the Defendants with clean California titles, the 
Defendants would not conclude the transaction until Utah's DMV accepted the California 
titles, re-issued Utah titles, and gave its blessing to the ownership of the vehicles. After 
the above occurred, on February 13, 2006, Walter sold the Truck and the Trailer to Pig 
Boys pursuant to a written Bill of Sale. And, at the same time, Walter executed a written 
receipt of the purchase price. 
17. The Court finds that Pig Boys took possession of the Truck and Trailer on 
or about February 13, 2006. 
18. While Walter was negotiating with the Defendants, Firkins left messages 
on the telephone of Ruegner, but Firkins never spoke personally to him. The messages 
were threatening and indicated that this was none of his business and should stay out of 
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it, the implication being that Firkins had a claim to the vehicles. The Court finds that, 
while that may have put someone on notice of a dispute, it does not, in and of itself, cause 
one to have a responsibility to resolve disputes of ownership, particularly where the 
Defendants subsequently relied upon clean California titles, clean Utah titles, a written 
bill of sale, and a receipt. 
19. Based upon the foregoing, the Court does not find that the Defendants 
were necessarily a bona fide purchaser in good faith. However, the Court does find that 
the Defendants did what a prudent person would have done based upon the circumstances 
presented. The Defendants refused to conclude the transaction with Walter twice and 
only agreed to conclude the transaction after being presented with clean California titles, 
clean Utah titles, and the blessing of Utah's DMV, 
20. Firkins subsequently located the Truck and Trailer in a lot under the 
control of Pig Boys. The Court finds that Firkins intentionally took possession of the 
Truck and Trailer without the permission, express or implied, from Pig Boys on or about 
April 1, 2006. The Court finds that Firkins had no legal or equitable right to the 
possession of the Truck and Trailer. Firkins has had possession of the Truck and Trailer 
from April 1 > 2006 to the present. 
21. The Court finds that the Plaintiff did not engage in bad faith in obtaining 
possession of the vehicles or in bringing this lawsuit. The reason is because the Court 
finds that, while Firkins had no actual legal or equitable title to the vehicles, the Court 
provides Firkins the benefit of the doubt that he held a belief in his mind that he had an 
equitable claim to the vehicles. As to whether or not this lawsuit was brought in bad faith 
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under Section 78-27-56 U.C.A. (1953), as amended, the Court finds that it is well within 
the realm of lawsuits and those which involve quieting title to property. Therefore, the 
Court will not award punitive damages or attorney's fees based upon the good-faith, bad-
faith, analysis. 
22. The Court finds that, by a clear and convincing evidence standard, the 
parties were not fraudulent in their dealings with each other. While the Plaintiff 
references Ruegner's contact with Ted Miller, it was apparent to the Court that the 
contact was Pig Boy's making of a check to the California DMV and, while Mr. Miller 
may have had a telephonic contact with Ruegner regarding the mailing of the check, it is 
a leap to conclude there was any fraudulent activity as to the specifics of Walter's 
application for California titles, due to the testimony of Ruegner having no knowledge at 
all of the California procedures, its forms, or what he was doing other than the writing of 
a check. Therefore, the Court finds that this is a non-issue even though it was raised by 
the Plaintiff. The Court further finds that, if anyone is considered to be at fault, in terms 
of fraudulent means, it would have been Walter in his dealings with Firkins and Walter's 
default has been entered. 
23. The Court finds and concludes that the vehicles were unique and that they 
were income producing. The Court finds and concludes that the value of the vehicles at 
the point of conversion by the Plaintiffs was $100,000.00 exclusive of loss of income or 
revenue. The Court finds and concludes that the Defendants should be granted a 
judgment against the Plaintiffs for the conversion of the vehicles by the Plaintiffs in the 
amount of $100,000.00. 
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24. The Court finds and concludes that the Plaintiffs also converted the goods 
and items located in the vehicles and the Defendant Pig Boys is entitled to a judgment 
against the Plaintiffs in the amount of $25,655.64. 
25. The Defendant had the burden of persuasion regarding its claim of loss of 
income or revenue as a result of the conversion by the Plaintiffs. 
26. The Court was not convinced and persuaded by the testimony of Vickie 
Dean, an expert witness called by the Defendants. In this regard, the Court was not 
convinced that Ms, Dean's approach was the best approach or most logical, The Court 
takes issue with her methodology, her assumptions, and concludes that her method and 
figures are not the accurate figure regarding loss of revenue or loss of income resulting 
from the conversion. Therefore, the Court denies any claim regarding loss of income or 
revenue resulting from the conversion. 
27. The Court is convinced, however, that the Defendants are entitled to pre-
judgment interest on the conversion of the vehicles, goods and items, or $125,655.64.00 
from the date of their taking on April 1,2006 to the time of judgment The Court finds 
that the Defendants are also entitled to post judgment interest from the time of judgment 
until the judgment is satisfied. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The Court concludes that no enforceable contract existed between Firkins 
and Walter as a result of the November 2001 negotiations between them for the sale of 
the vehicles; and, even if one existed, Firkins defaulted under its terms. 
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2. The Court concludes that no enforceable contract existed between Firkins 
and Walter as a result of the November 2004 negotiations between them for the sale of 
the vehicles, whether the negotiations are considered to be a continuation or modification 
of the November 2001 negotiations or a new contract; and, even if such existed, Firkins 
defaulted under the terms of suck 
3. The Court concludes that Walter had legal and equitable title to the 
vehicles when he sold the vehicles to Defendants. 
4. The Court concludes that the Defendants have legal and equitable title to 
the vehicles and they are the prevailing parties. 
5. The Court concludes that Firkins illegally and wrongfully converted to his 
own use the Truck and Trailer, including the contents, on April 1,2006, depriving Pig 
Boys of its lawful exclusive use and possession of them. 
6. The Court has scheduled a trial for August 19, 2008, to determine 
Defendants' damages; however, the Defendants are not entitled to claim punitive 
damages or attorney's fees. 
7. Defendant Pig Boys is entitled to a judgment against the Plaintiffs in the 
principal amount of $125,655.64. Defendant Pig Boys is also entitled to prejudgment 
interest on said amount at the rate of 10% per annum until the date of judgment and post 
judgment interest thereon thereafter until the judgment is satisfied. 
8. Defendants are entitled to their costs. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
STEPHEN W. COOK hereby declares that he is the attorney for the Defendants 
herein; and that he served the attached FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW upon: 
Olivia D. Uitto 
2686 East Manor Drive 
Cottonwood Heights, UT 
Zelig Walter 
120 Piper Trail 
The Woodlands, TX 77381 
by placing a true and correct copy thereof in an envelope and depositing the same, sealed, 
with first-class postage prepaid thereon, in the Untied States mail in Salt Lake City, Utah 
on Friday, August 29,2008. 
Executed on Friday, August 29, 2008. 
I declare under criminal penalty of the State of Utah that the foregoing is true and correct. 
STEPHEN W. COOK 
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ADDENDUM B 
CHAIN OF TITLE FOR TRUCK 
IDATE 
2/7/94 
4/24/02 
4/30/02 
11/2/04 
12/S/04 | 
I Undated 1 
2/9/06 
3/3/06 
1 EVENT 
1 State of Minnesota title to Variety Cinema 
Catering (Walter). 
1 Firkins Applies for Original Title in Utah, 
depositing the Certificate of title from 
Minnesota. 
1 Utah Certificate of title issued to Firkins. 
Note: a Lien Release was signed on 
12/01/03 "Signed Wrong Place In Error." 
Also signature appears on the Assignment 
of title. 
Firkins applies to the State of Utah for A 
Duplicate Title and obtains title, claiming 
lost or destroyed. See ownership 
statement where he claims it was lost. 
Firkins applies for Certificate of Title in i 
New Mexico and obtains title. 
Walter deposits Utah Certificate of Title I 
in California and with Vehicle/Vessel 
Transfer and Reassignment Form with 
Power of Attorney signed by Firkins used 
to apply for title in California by Walter 
Walter obtains title from State of 1 
California. 
California title deposited in Utah and 1 
Utah issues Certificate of Title to Pig 
Boys 1 
1 DOCUMENT 
DMV records. . 
1 DMV records. 
Depo p. 22. 
DMV records. 
Depo p. 9 1 
Depo p. 24 
Depo p. 4 I 
•'rtAf'ift 
•: U A I / I I . 
< WAKf 
:
..v/«' 
ilff loiOTRATKyHCAno AND C A B C A R D /«i »u ii m K 0 3 H 0 P 2 7 7 
afli/.2.8/.95±AX 3X5.00 MM ' 2 6 0 0 0 
C H E y uuor,«A« ^ , m c t . K 0 0 
1GBJ7H1J4RJJ.055 93 "uu"'" R163687D 
R£CoaDtDowHEn|H)ntconooffiALE r / ^ V 
.!$•!«.• VM93 1 30 
i'JiSwr.K Q£8J>P2 77 
n« 1GBJ7H1J4RJ105593 
IXClUl JAX J'AUJ 
lOUt M.L6 H*»|i 
VARIETY CINEMA CATERING 
749 W NEBRASKA 
SAINT PAUL HU 5 5 H 7 - 3 4 4 7 
UUVllltl UlviKAHlMt ,.'. 
£t i l ( t l APOHIiUii 
1GBJ7M1JUJ105593 
" VZNJCli UXHliK.MlOHinMtn 
K03S0F277 
TUlf NliUStH 
JaKjrfl.RST 5JECURED PARTY 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 3 
B'Jjy.S:..' 
^CHAC 
i'feS3jiA0„..tt.„ft.0TH ST *30Q 
l l ^ l p S ^ ^ ^ - MN 55431 
OWNER D O B O D O O O 
vvvm-
VARIETY CIKEMA CATERING 
749 W NEBRASKA 
SAINT PAUL HH 5 5 1 1 7 - 3 4 4 7 
0-2 26000 YM9313Q 
iriDNAL LIEKS 0 
f
 •!;=?$*;.: A^WOIfy£KT>Y « l i ! > ) (TffAWflf EBpflJ 
" MUXIIAfc'.A«(> UttHtftOJAUfl mOJ»Rt JKAI YOJ stAIfc i.ii UAfA-U »« U > * N l t ' ^ « . A . ! H JM fiWib.lt HOT W»»An5Hr;» tXNMtV)lAtAWMfcOUlH£5 1HA1 YOU 
->AAH£:OE«aOUU«SAeOUTPCXUirX}*lCONfnOl lCAJM>tW:/<l A>a>llAUAC«J ID )»ff'«£»<* I »A*oRl IOCO"Pi.ni WiPnQVUWK'iAfAi.Sl SUTfcUEHl MAY.ftlSUlI 
?;;>*^M***tfiJ »*)<#) !W»Yvcof*iCJ»r ^ * J * vx i -w \ \o \ r :> >XK/ AFT-, I 
-.pOQAtfflfl 0»&O5Uftt SlA»t«LW I lWtt UlAtf f»*Af »»•! CXX-UJ !t /i Uyh tOJLU^I iwW,t OS-JMl VIAItUfcMf 10 )»*t K b I p* MY ftMMffLCUOt. IMI0 
• 1 >M fr >IA> Up! ,Ott.C* Otitj 5UiU)HtD DAMAGC IN j 
V . A/JluAl CAJMIVAUA uc is -s i * 
n x t u n x br^i iw i)i>aosuH£ aiAU«£»vi JO i»«c atsi w MY KWOWUOCIE ' 
im. «A.IUI>O*CO»«IKX BYMIWOW titwvinct.r »^.UOINO iMCRtsmcTto 
I f lAtX l '^T lJ^wCw C L - . > — . | W I IWH3) WatS AMi IK l.'l UIJ1 «>/ 
f ^Tf MKQWIBOG* THAf <f MlUCTfl t m ACfUAl MufAttl (>' lux Yf»uC/,t 
I W»Cflk«.DHtBi.»»*t»*-twoa:of i*c rcxtOWNaaiAUMtMi >.-.. O R C H I D 
i ' " ^ {») IHtntftY Cinn^-r »o u< « g » c* A/ / KHO*»U wru. I W O O C * * U H 
1 ! ' » * " ' MAOIWQ Rf'if.CI:S l»C AWOvMlf O' U>ifAo< »i f^CISUO* Hv 
MCCHAMCAl IMfS GAVCA^ r**l L.J KA* [.'J MA5 NOT jCnrCK OML) OECH HEMOVLD, 
1'^D W ' MCRtUrCI-Mf^Y l»IAI fMt OOOUf HM«tA/>MOtv W» >»« ACM/At Ai imoonAlMOtHfUWOPlAAlM 
[ WA^iild-OOOWETi:flOlSCMPMZYI? O O X P J C X I ' . V J W C M I C X C D A(»flK)NMI/*r. »|V/t| CCMTlfr tHAT THIS VCH/CLt IS FREE FflOU ALL SECUfllTY 
;
 ;:;;:-y wi im-i f (• tvA/vwu rrf U AM> A^SJW ruf vt Mictf AHO RCGIST RATION PAID TO: 
OU'l^^^H^tlOUAWf 
tv/iTft'J M*c«n:u 
,.ttU.| * M H 1 v*:W+Al\>«| 
i/ffWHT.UTflfTl CWU. r4AAW|f> LAiT, nfTtT, A>*0 l*tXX.U UAlllbiW HIHIn 
ttmiiACo^tM 
WTmVgHKXlJU^gCTTOMqJWrnAQWtEMCKT^ HO fl YU D AOOfnOWAl Q V YtS, COW>trm SCCTK3W fcCLOW ^ | 
TZ^^rrrZmn.- .w . . . . . . . . . . .u. I tun m «r.irti(y A.a/iFFijrFm . C ^ y 
•-Fflflrr.at^ unto pvmiY ifw)iwwi.i t>Mt O* SICU»VIY AG«EE>rtUT 
(^^ / . •<aa i^ l^ t f>« i^ . - -^^;^J . -^ .^u^i .^^^^ .1 » — ^ - — i - i - _ * 1 1 • <— 
.) |MJ. t+fW/ I |«M) *T) (*•») ol H^ »l l^«. b#v« bcx^U K»1 Y«rh<*< HA^t< V> t>*<H ^ »*iyfl <M)<J W <XW* IH*» Vl^ IKi* l> UK/ *H V<J/'J^ gV |p lH in^ KlVlf WlM«V IMHH(•!««/ MW«| f/>|- I 
. f^eSo « r « « sod tv&iH*jt. *rt Mtfmy \ocx) <HcwA*om ** t»w »nd oom»t1 
O ^ M i i o n of Motor Vehicles 
uTAl IMATF' IAX COMMISSION 
2I()Nor(li I'JMJWcM Sail I ,ikc C il\ ULIII KIM I 
rclcphoiic(KCJl) >';? 7780 or I-KM) DMV-UIAII 
20021144230020011 
Application For 
ORIGINAL TITLE 
flBWNGSFT 
# 1 2 4 3 0400 Oltf 
ALL S^AR MOTION PICTURE CATERING 
4 755 N HIGHWAY 4 0 
HEBER CITY UT 84 0 3 2 - 3 831 
VIN/HIN 1GBJ7H1J4RJ105593 
Year 109A-
Make CHEVROLET 
Model KODIAKC7H042 
Situs Address 
4795 N HIGHWAY 40 
H5BER CITY UT 84032-3831 
Primary Owner's Permanent Address Information Secondary Owner Address Information 
4795 N HIGHWAY 40 
HEBER CITY UT 84032-3831 
'Ueri Holder Information 
Lessee Information 
Odometer Disclosure «Required EXEMPT 
Entered In miles no tenths 
I I 
Reflncta actual milanyo for thisvohlclo 
Reflect* t N emounl pf mileage In excose of Iho odomotor mechanical limllB 
1
 IB no! the nclual mileage for thte vehide Wamlnfl - O d o f m t e r DUcrupancy 
Record Information 
Federal and Utah laws allow you lo decide if you want your motor vehicle Information Public; may be disclosed to any 
business or Individual or Protected only disclosed to government agencies law enforcement, orpnvale entitles having 
a legitimate business need 
Public Protected (this will apply to all owners) 
Signature Section (Each Owner Must Sign) 
IM/8 declare that I/We am/are the owner of the vehicle/vessel described on this application that all the above Information 
Is accurate and true and that this vohlcle/vessel Is and will be insured as or when required by law any time It Is operated 
on a highway or watareyvllhln the state 
H5H5 
//Applicant* Slgnaluro Dale 
Feb 13 2007 I 46PM RREE 
No 5 0 2 8 P 6 
I Mi l l I I U I < » ' " 
Title Number UT0922906 
VJWHIN1GBJ7H1J4RJ1«6603 "odometer 0 Date Issued 04/30/2002 
Cylinders 6 F"el DIESEL 
jfBWNGSFT 
11243 7802 261 
| | n | M i I 1 | | | I „ . , l l . . . l . l i / l l ' l « ' l " « l l « » « l l l " l ' l 
M L STAR MOTION PICTURE CATERING 
4795 K HIGHWAY 4 0 
HEBER CITY OT 8 4 0 3 2 - 3 8 3 1 
Owner Information 
ALL STAR MOTION PICTURE CATERING 
47SCNi!iC!rWAV4fr 
HEBER CITY UT 84032-3831 
Lienholder Inforrnatian 
VEHICLE IS EXEMPT FROM ODOMETER REQUIRMENTS 
.compieie i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
 w p w L { £ N H O 
[ Y f Issue a title free of liene 
the Division o! Motor 
I | Issue a lltle showing thB fallowing as the NEW LIEN HOLDER 
Title o! sign 
Vehicle owner's signature requesting lien change 
R„ ' 
New lien holders name 
Date 
/ 7 
-ah o^ 
Address 
City State ZIP Code 
Pivuuon of Motor Vehicles ^ A . 
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION ^ 
210North 1950 West ^ 
Salt Luke Ctty, Utah MM <^/M^2^ 
I TC127R0V 02/01 CDR 
Pet , 13, 2007 1:47PM RUE I No. 5 0 2 8 P. 1 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SELLER: 
Typfi or p/jril Iho Information. 
NOTARY PUBLIC IS NO LONGER NEEDED. KEEP A COPY, 
INSTRUCTIONS TO BUYER; [\ 8400060 
Type or pim\ the Inio/mallon. Warning: DQ NOT 9JGN IF ODOMETER 
DISCL03URE IS NOT COMPLETE. 
l^?MMiMm^ 
Qdom&ter Disclosure - Required teier disclosure - ^equirooj ng M i f o | s # ^ X^Y 
Loftier odometer, miles (no. 
~. ~ r * - * " A ) ' . , . 1 , - _ M W r — ; =77-; ' ' ' . . . *--*--"*•: — • ' •' ' , - • • . ftu l l ^ : — • — 
Sjgnaii 
Print ndme of new owhe? print name ol nev/ tan-holder • 
Stieel Aodres 
UJ 
"'MM. 
Gity ! State. ^ ^ ^ O q M 
Strpgj AprjreBE;^. 
v.;-; i £ f ^ l ^ V t v A'::' 
':•# 
^ ^ ' • i ^ i ^ ^ v '^•• /^ ' . Sj;^!^v- /^'^fiepp^^'-
Signature o/ buyer (new owner) i ^Signature o/ lian:liq}cjer (releasing-injeraelk-....• .. 
': Odometer Disclosure•-\FfBcfulfetl; 
' -"• ""' '"-^/v„A'%y;i;r.;.«••••... [Date of. Saie--o.;$#.», \ ' ' ' 
Ui 
. -J 
. J 
I..UJ-, 
P/Jhl narnG of seller 
•.::•« ? W S^fm7^^ * </ytf< 
Durreni addfess ol seller (ato!,; cjly, BUU? and ZIP; code).. •*.,'';",,V. . - . ' . . ' . ... ' * • > '• . 
' | AB ov/nor, I horebv twwsjy.all rjphtc, lllle-and injoToril lo'^is ,^Wgl^ 
is lies and cleVof wcumbfancon.'pxoBpr'lho ' t e f n M j i ? ^ bwrjwVif$)\%i\iji '" 
Fodomi sod y/aip /a^ roqi//n? //jof fjw ow/ia/p(tvidf? ho'miiDigo'updp'lfhnaiBr'iJI ownfffiifcofn vehicle', failure lolhpmpidlc!ii zhtomeni'Qf by pmviding 
iolae slaltmonls, mgy.rvsull in llnoti andlof Impfinonwnl. KEEFJ A pfHOTOPQPY OF:BQTH SIDEB 6?.THIS SlQryErrjlTLE, '-" • . • • ' / • / 
Signaluro ol seller (and joini fleller) 
X I 
. '.,,.,*>.;••;»•! #-•;>,!..;.•;/•••*•,- / • v,. • „i - • vr»v ••"•• «• T • ' P a l o ol Bale 
Prinl nurne o/ nev/ ovmej 
v . 'i f., 'n_»: . v : 
Glrool Addrens 
ol !W ijMB 
City, 
il ! ••- \* - . " * . . ,,''T^':.| • / . ? • ' 
Siqnfllure.of buyer (now ownor}'!)., •:#$$£ 
^.VM'^'.'•",-••/• .v, •. ••••: '• " ^ ,,J-l/# )v'5- - ,:^-, W ? 
fete1-^ - : > "?.!••. .s- I"*': ^ V ' ( i ; ^ ^ / ^ ^ 
.5Ignalur^f'o/. lien-holdBr (rolBacing jnloreoO;,'*;. 
' ^ 3 S ^ ' ; 
Utah Code 41-1a-701 requires the owner to remove the l icense plates when vehicle is so ld or d i s p o s e d ; 
Division of Motor Vehlcloa 
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION 
210 North 1950Wosl Sail Lake City Utah 84134 
Telophono (801) 297 7780 or 1 800 DMV UTAH 
Application For Utah Duplicate Title 
$6,00 Fee Required 
•CPl 3 - » 0 < P 
Owner Information 
Primary Ownor'o Name 
Lost First Middlo Inillol 
Socondary 6wnof u Numo 
Lafil First Middle Initial 
(U 
Addrose Information 
Street Address 
Busmoss Namo FEIN 
Fleet Number lUnit Number -J 
21 ($ Ce^«( Auc^f fW'o 
City 
r{L 
3inl« 
(vjtvt 
PO Box 
ZIP Code 
City State ZIP Code 
VIN/HIN (Year (Make 
ibfttltilMZlKOsMSlfyCim C^C<J I 
Model 
l^oAiA^ClHcHZ-
l/We certify (hat the original certificate of title for this vehlclo has not b«en endorsed and delivered to a transferee pr delivered to a lending Institution 
and/or piedo^Kj as (olloieral 1/We horoby make application for a duplicate corKfteale of title In lieu of the certificate that was lost stolen mutilated or 
illegible and agree to indemnify the Ulah Stale Tax Commission and all persons acting under Its direction Irom any and oil liability and shall dolond at 
my/our oxpense all litigation which may ariso as a result of the issuance of the duplicate cerlificata of lllle 
Ownox/Applicanl s Sionaluro / Dalo 
Lien Holder Information 
Uanholder of Record Namfl 
Addru»P 
C'ly Slolo ZlPCodo , 
1 Owner/Applicant 6 Signature Date 
Lien Release Section 
Signature of flen holder (of record) releasing Interest 
Till© 
Doto 
Assignment and Release of interest Section 
Odomolor Dlaclosuro Required 
L U Li _i_ I 
(Enler ociornolof miloB no lonthe) 
9£lo^^r^rjj38e_^rlco_Rogu_lred Sale Pnco $ 
Prlnl romo ol sollor 
Cuaeni ud(irouS of 3ullor (slrool Ply >l ilo und ZIP Codo) 
I j Rollocls tho actual miloago lor this vehicle 
| [ Rollocfs Ihe amount of mileage In OXCOSB ol tho odomolor mechanical limits 
f j Is not tho actual mileage for this vehicle Warning Odometer discrepancy 
Drtto ofSnlo 
-^eavED 
AJ qwnof(3) I/Wo horoby trwnslor all rights lllle and Intiirost lo thlu vohwle lo tho now ownor namod bolow I/Wo certify lo tho be dpi / my^u^r^j^ltigo 
lhat tho tiffcj u lioo^nd clow of oncumbrnncoB oxcopt tho lion lo tho now lion holder il any lAVo corllly thai tho odomolor and snlee Information 
providod Is cc rroct Fodorol and otolo -law roqmro 1) iho ownor provide the mlleago upon Iranalor ol ownorshlp ol a. vohlclo and"^)Wb QV*nor /7H*t ^ v 
dlacloio nny brand Inlormol on rocordod on Iho luol Corllflcnlo of Tltlo J 1 I v J V u l ; 
Ownor/Applicini3 (nndjoiniownorZuppllcunle; nignolu/o lor Iranolornng ownor ship " Qa\0 
CM/ 
Signature ol now ownoi(s| 
Slgnolufo o/ MUW ownor 
0(1/10/2008 23 23 FA1 18015315885 SKOHDAS CASTOfl MORGAN @]002 
^jgy^MyywmCTflgiwim Efflfffig™"™ 
VIHICL^ idcNTlflfcfflON Nll/MBSR / 
leNQINCOfV-OTHEfllD N U M B S T 
) 
' * / ' TVPP DF T}ITl£ " J 
. ORIGINAL
 w 
PflEVJQUS TITLE NUMBER AND STATE J ISTREflj DATE OF ISSUE 
UT3023739 »i •\99\i 1^/08/20,0 
SYEAFJ* | yMAfe I ' MODa 
1 954 GHEV 1(00 
4 ( 
BDDY'J pVLS' 
, 'l ' 
' i i LIE^ IOLDBFHOOOWAIEH(S) if NO'UEN) 
ALL STAR MO'lION PICTURE 
CATERING " • ; 
7110 'CENTAL AVE'SE ' 
BOX 60 , , 
,ALBVQ1JEZQW « m ' 8 7 1 0 6 
DQVW WTTWHEEIS TVPE D f FUEL 
081Oq 07000 pIESEL 
> i ' (I 
LICENSE" PLATE NUMBER|9) 
GWD726 
LIENS 
0 
i TILE DATE 
) 
MATURITY DATE 
VEHICLE CLASS DLEHK 
( 
E«> 
j f^lEt3feT,ERfeD,0*fl(SJ 
'"' 'AllIr'STAR MOTION PICT. 
CATERING 
V2T.1 8'CSSWRAJG AVE 
"'BXJX^O'1 ' 
ALBUQUERQUE 
\ SECOND LENHOLOgfl 
i v * " I ' 
' »,PILE DATE 
OOOMETEjR & CODE/ ' I WH SIZE 
t'l 
LOCATION OF MANUFACTURED HOME 
3WTY 
-? *i * r < > «> 
ETSR CODES AW ACTUAL VEHICLE 
m El MILEAGE IN EXCESS OF 
•N1GAL LIMITS DR MK = WOT ACTUAL 
5 WAfcNING-ODOMETER DISCREPANCY' 
» / 
4 * marttJTiru&NO* 
'" 1388*8527 
ROT CARRV JHiVEHICU KEEP IN $A*H flUCE IMPORTANT THERE IB 
MATURITY DATE W NXXtiW* STATUTORY FEE pqR FAILURE BY PURCHASES T t W P t f ; J W 
TRANSFER WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM DATS OF SAIL 
8 **l hereby OBtJitv Dial Inlersalln 1MB vah»claiFiHBqHbori ftbova on Ihls perlUlc9»e;pf "Wtie m hereby rslB^Bid ^ 
B «• £ it i /' x • ; / i 1 ' 
| RELEASE 'timvoi 
I OF LIEN LjBnholdDr ,....•••..• , . - r — . - • - . > D a t e . — pull BJonHtu/D of Auihonzed Apenl 
"THl* QErTTlRGATE OF 717LE15 EVIDENCE OFJLEGAL OWNER W P F THE VEHICLBDE30HIBED ABOVE, UPON SALE OFTHJS VEHICLE THIS, 
fcERYirWATE MUST & PROPERLY ASSIGNED ON TH£ 6 A O K AND PRESENTED PY THE PURCMABEfl TD TH£ MDTOfi VEHICLE DIVISION FOR 
^mi&FEFL -TH& DWlBm 16 NOT REBPONaiSl^ PDR FALS^ OH FRAUDULENT STATEMENTS MADE IN'CONNECTION WITH THIS 
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE OR HELD LIABLE FOR RECORDING ERRORS j , / 
^ \ >|, MVI^10Q3QxR5V 11/52003 
lrvju)i«ineiiii> ui int ryidnurfiMfy nimnuiu/ MCbpun^iunuy MPI, MTVIDA\ wry t /pp-p^v i tnrp^yn ot>-D«^ c3i7 / 
APPLICANT CERTIFICATION I (WeJ hereby certify that the informafiDn glv&n b&re\n I s B A t i f l C a i b r / B i l A 
to the besl of my (our) Knowledge and Bttlrm that) (we) hdye ppmpliBd with thB requirements of the 
Mandatory Finenual jjjpspon^lbillty Acrt w i t h ^ e s ^ c f rfN)$ vehicle S^e reverse side 
Prtmod Narno o| 1st Rpyliibrwi Qww 6)flmium D/ 1ii Rft^iftmrt Cfa/>df Dalu pf J?miprn«pn 
y 
v. 
\VU\
£-¥-
61 
55 
Ptin\cp Hamu 6l 2nfJ Rft0Mwfl,l Lwnpr RipriAlurrj of J2n(/ RoolDloiwi Owrwr D/Jln p| Slnln/rronl 
qjnat ' r iHW r«>n» 
Admin FOB 
Twn^nc l l on THE 
70 
L * u Tr/m»J»; Fv<» 
rhi l)n hum n naln.mpuni\btefvrf<\\vf w/fuuOulMMiUtnWitffhiopphcanHrcxiJifrKil ownermtiHcj m nrn/ltcfh/i villi tint fippllcnilo/) D0I UthtDlWfihri hoblf 
Jn I y> r^ourdiiif; trron Thtfreffldieriftivivi r miUli /'/> \ht DJviyfatl p/nnvitrrnrs potttaiiiulin fh MleutulrcffielruliOn iMmulpilMHilnl H lint tyfliimlUnn 72 
DuplKJ^t* Title FPL 
REMAHKS 
CADL UTT1 VIN KG PrA' b CD INS o/s 
'TOTAL 
FC£S 
74 70 
Feb. 13. 2007 1:48PM RREf 
simuutvmi 
Jo. 5028 P. 8 
TSXSrzZ * „ VEHICLE/VESSEL TRANSFER AND-REASSIGNMENT FORM 
A Public S&rvloe Agsncy 
This form Is not the ownership certificate. It must accompany the titling document or application for a duplicate title, 
, 'INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE ALL SIGNATURES MUST BE IN INK PHOTOCOPIES NOT ACCEPTED 
IDENTIFICATION NUMflER YEAR MODEL MAKE LICENSE PLAT8/CF« MOTORCYCLE*ENGINE fl 
i.t,-..!,- ,-ni.,k:-,v,(ii. 
* I/We 
{PRINT SELLER'S NAMEfB]) 
(PRINT fiUYER'6 NAWEfS]) 
If this was a gilt, indicate relalionship: 
or\ 
sell, transfer, and deliver the above vehicle/vessel 
I I I for the amount of $ 
MO DAY Y'R (SELLING PRICE) 
(e.g., parents,spouse, Mend, etc) [ $ 
(CJFT VALUE) 
Federal and State Law requires that you state the mileage upon transfer of ownership. Failure to complete or 
providing a false statement may result in fines and/or imprisonment. 
The odometer now reads j ([ )| j , j (| J j ((Ifmfj (no tenths) miles, and to the best of my knowledge 
reflects the actual mileage unless one of the following statements is checked, 
WARNING—ODOMETER DISCREPANCY 
D Odometer reading is NOT the 'actual mileage ' * ' D Mileage exceeds the odometer mechanical limits 
Explain odometer discrepancy; _ _ . . 
BUYER 
/ acknowledge the odometer reading and the facts of the transfer. I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws 
of the 'State of California that the information I have provided is true and correct 
PRINT NMAt 
PftidT NAW 
SIGNATURE 
X 
SIGNATURE 
X 
rWF" 
mnr 
DL. ID OR DEALER A' 
DL, ID 6(4 feulcR 
L.JULA > I DL, ID OR OrXTOTi PHirnOTT" SIGN/HURk 
X 
DATE 
MAILING ADDRESS CITV S?ATE ZIP DAYTIME P\%$T* 
SELLER 
/ certify under penally of perjury under the laws of the $ietie of California thai the information I have provided is 
true and correct 
PRINT NAMF 
PRINT NAME 
PRINT NAME 
SIGNATURE 
SIGNATURE 
SIGNATURE 
X 
GATE 
DATE 
DL. ID OR DEALER * 
l l ( ' l 
DATE 
DL, ID OR DEALER * 
L J I L 
DL, ID DP DEALER » 
L. -f I I L 
MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP DAYTIME PWQNE if 
!••„.';.,,. K-Vt**"' >:•• £"*?PIlhifr'"';i:;q;/A^." 
^Mjm^M^^^Mm&M^ ' 'V ' '':'/.»'/'•'..'/'• 
(PRINT WAMEfSJ) 
appoint Z ^ ^ ( r c \ U ) / A w ^ 
^jas my attorney in last, to^omplele all necessary documents, as needed, lo transfer owRership as required by law. 


INSTRUCTIONS TO SELLER: 
Type or print the information. 
NOTARY PUBLIC IS NO LONGER NEEDED. KEEP A COPY. 
B 1329268 INSTRUCTIONS TO BUYER: 
Type or print the information. Warning: DO NOT SIGN IF ODOMETER 
DISCLOSURE IS NOT COMPLETE. 
A Assignment Of Title By Registered Owner 
B Reassignment Of Title 
Utah Code 41~1a-701 requires the owner to remove the license plates when vehicle is sold or-,disposed. 
ADDENDUM C 
CHAIN OF TITLE FOR MOBILE KITCHEN 
IDATE 
11/13/86 
4/24/02 
4/30/02 
11/2/04 
12/8/04 
1/20/06 
2/9/06 
! 3/3/06 
1 EVENT 
1 California Pink Slip issued to Walter 
Firkins applies foi title in Utah claiming title 
lost. 
Utah Certificate of Title issued to Firkins. 
Note signature appears on the Assignment of 
Title. 
Firkins applies to the State of Utah foi a 
Duplicate Title, claiming lost or destroyed 
Firkins applies for Certificate of Title in New 
Mexico and obtains title. , 
Walter deposits Utah Certificate of Title in 1 
California (Doc 35) and files Vehicle 
Transfer Form m California 
Walter obtains title from State of California 1 
California title deposited in Utah and Utah 1 
issues Certificate of Title to Pig Boys. | 
1 DOCUMENT 
Depo, p. 6 
1 DMV records. 
Depo, p. 20. 
DMV records. 
Depo p. 10. 
Depo,p 50&37 
Depo p. 5 1 
TRAILER 
REGIlfflAtiOM EXPIRES ' 
: : 01731.787.: 
TYPE 'UCSMSeNUMBisii 
: iJ;l-,:-'.:tUA576iJ' 
502l6WMd4«n ofMotoi Vehicles 
U I A I I S M I t TA \ ( O.M/VIISSION 
210 North I'JMi WLSI Sill I iU ( it\ Ui.ili KIMI 
likplioiiLtKdl) "H 77KUof I Hi)l l!)M\ UIAII 
20021144230020011 
Application For 
ORIGINAL TITLE 
tfBWNGSTT 
$1242 04 00 011/ 
ALL STAR MOTION PICTURE CA TIRING 
4795 N HIGHWAY 40 
HEBPR CITY UT 84032 3 0 3 1 
VIN/HIN mOLF)t\ME'OAAU? 
Year 10B4 
Make UTILm TRAILER 
Model MOBILE KITCHEN 
Situs Address 
479SN HIGHWAY 40 
HEBER CITY UT 84032 3831 
Primary Owners Permanent Address Information Secondary Owner Address Information 
4795 N HIGHWAY 40 
HEBER CITY UT 84032 3831 
Uen Holder Information 
Lessee Information 
Odometer Disclosure Required EXEMPT 
Entered in milee no ttmllia 
Reflects actual mileage lor this vehicle 
Reflects tf>e amounl of mileage in excess of the odometer mechanica l llmltm 
h not Ihe actual mileage for the vehicle Warning Odomete r D i s c r e p a n c y 
Record Information 
Federal and Utah Jaws allow you to decide if you want your motor vehicle Information Public may be disclosed to any 
business or individual or Protected only disclosed to government agencies jaw enforcement or pnvate entities having 
a legitimate business need 
Public Protected (this will apply to dll owners) 
Signature Section (Each Owner Must Sign) 
I/Wo declare that I/We am/da the owner of the vehicle/vesse 
Is accurate and true and that this vehicle/vessel is and will be 
on a highway or waters wJUiln the state 
OWner/^pphoenl u Signature / 
Owner/Applicant i Signature 
I described on this i 
insured as or wher 
application thai a 
l required by law 
Dato 
Dale 
l i the 
any 
* / 
above Ir 
time it Is 
/ , ^ / / 
iforrnation 
operated 
S 
TC G5flA Rev 04/00 CDR 
J670yfi3slon of Moto r Vehicles 
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION 
<1 210 North IW) WVsi Sail Lake Cily, Ulaii HM134 
Ti'lq)h»iic(»)l)2';V.77X(j«M |.M(M)MVMJTAII 2002114/1230020011 
Ownership Statement 
Owner Information Vuhlclo Information 
;J.BMGSFT 
iffiMiii,.',.'.ii;..i.i.,ii.i.«i...^ 
.ALL .STAR. MOTION PICTURE CATERING 
4 795.;S.HIGHWAy 4 0 
HEBER CITY m 84032-3831 
VINMIN: 1K0EF3B34S1O44112 
Yoar: 1984 
Make: UTILITY TRAILER 
Model: MOBILE KITCHEN 
Utah Title #: UT0922927 
State last registered Ucen&© ploto number 
^^qmeterpiacl'oaure • Required 
^rfEniecpddrnotormHei - no tenths) 
Name ofappf/can( . 
Across .{include city, stale, end ZIP Code) 
Dalo of vehicle poceocGton 
Reflects the actual mileage for this vehicle 
Reflects the amount of mileage in excess of tho odometer mechanical limMo 
Is not the actual mileage for this vehicle Warning • Odometar d l *c r«p*ncy 
Value pfVohlcle . 
(If the fair market value of Ihe vehicle exceeds $1,000, a surety bond may bo required, not to exceed twice Ihe 
$ 
Facts and indemnification Agraemont 
Name oi company from whom Ihe vehicle wao acquired 
Address (include city, Male, and ZIP Code) 
Explain why outstanding certificate of title was not obtained or why the attached fflfe is not negotiable 
you acquired tho vehicle, who wa3 involved, when did you acquire (he vohicle, o t c 
M:k M m(5h/r//fyr 
Warning, Fraudulent application and falaJfl cation of documents U « ft lony under Utah Law, 
Undar panaltlet of penury, I declare that to the heat of my Knowledge and belief, thio statement It true, correct, and complete. I furthor otate that to th» 
best of my.knowledge, the vehicle in free and cloar of any liene, encumbrancer., lawful claims, demanda of any porion, end ID not Involved in pny «xl»Ung 
• or pending litigation. I agree to indemnifythe Utah State Tax Commission and all persons acting under diroction of the Cornmlosion, f rom any and All 
jJKbllHy Rhd »haH dtferxf nil litigation that may arino ao a result of the le&uance of a certificate of title in my name 
S lgr> tu tw(W « i # lp»h l(/s )f 7 Date 
rQi-(/2-L! •'"$>.-
T«l«phon* number 
Feb. 13, 2007 
Vehiole Type TRAILER Year 19B4 MakoUTIL MoctelMOBILE KITCHEN Bdy Sty VAN 
VMHIN 1K9EF3834E1044112 2nd VIN 
Cylinders Pus! OdomaterO Djsite Issued 04/30/2002 
fBWNGSFT 
l i n ! ] / i ) ] l ! J i i i i i ! ! i ) i l t l ] i ! ! i ! u ! i i i l l i i J i ! i ! n ! i 
ALL STAR MOTION PICTURE CATERING 
4 7 ? 5 N HIGHWA;' <<0 
HSBfiR CITY UT 8^032-3832 
Owner Information 
ALL STAR MOTION PICTURE CATERING 
V/95 IN ril'or|'/V'AY'40 
HEBER CITY UT 84032-3831 
ierjholder Information 
VEHICLE IS EXEMPT FROM ODOMETER REQUIRMENTS 
sliest For Lien Change, 
Complete this section. Send the title and required fee to the Division of Motor Vehicles. Please cheok one box. 
Issue a title free ol liens [ J Issue a title showing the tallowing as the NEW LIEN HOLDER 
LIEN RELEASE 
X 
Tltlo of signer 
Dale 
Signalure ol Lien Holder (releasing interest) Vehicle owner's signature requesting tier 
New lien holder's name 
Address 
City Stale 
) change 
ZIP Code 
Division of Motor Vehicles 
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION 
2I0 North )95QWe5l 
Sail Lake City, Utah 84134 
Feb, 13. 2 0 0 7 1:45PM MEE ' Wo, 5028 P. 5 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SELLER; 
Type ot ptlm Ihe information. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 16 biO LONGER NEEDED, KEEP A COPY. 
A ^tesignmehtOfTjtleBvRegiste^d Oivner 
INSTRUCTIONS TO BUYER; f\ 0 4 Q U Q 6 1 
Type or p()t)\ the Information. Warning: 00 NOT SIGN }F ODOMETER 
DISCLOSURE IS NOT COMPLETE, 
Odometer Plso lQ^ure^R^ulre l 
Ljimm. 
Enter adomaler miles (no lanlhs) r-j Is noi:wacjual>rnJIeage /o/ JJijs yebiolo 
Sqt6e/ftun?fiafiffWoe -" RgqulKach 
Dale'ol 9al6i,VV^ 
'*©•: ••'fit*. 
Sale. Priw • 
WWh &J j^fiflf .^ 
-,m 
Print name ol authorised agent selling vehloie (If dlffereni from seller name) 
CC 
Hi-
-J 
- J . 
LU; 
c/r. 
Pripi nnm|#)( sailer fcolflajler "V J , 
,j Ctwini' address o'f6efler',(3tf< 
AB ownej, I hereby transfer -.. ,»y>^, ..Ht-..w ..,.n..rv.~ ..,.„, T„„.H™&W,...W . . ^ W ^ . , . . ^ . , . ^ ^ ; ^ ...,„ .„ ,..„ v ^ 7 . , . , ..J.^,..--I,r,...;-..1;,I-#.:..1-. 
la 'free and clear of eflDumbmnoas, except tha ilap-to'.lha.^ a ,^i:iBp^Hip!.dor;/j{yflfj[yr..l .qartlfy' that ihe odometer and sales mfprfnation p/pvf0ec/Ts-correct, .IV 
Fetiaialflnrfs/dlo /awrequ/re ffifl? liid-(im6r p/oyldi fo'0tii*00$&P*fo^ * ' ^ f i $ ? f * 'to'^/gfefe * ^ l ^ h l ' k i P & ^ P J ^ 
UJ 
>-
O ' 
Q . % > t - Z ^ ^ #;' ^v^' ; / ' . • :? v." ' \ 
StrfiGt Add/e33 
Print name of new lian-hoider 
City 
V 
"StiielT|^g|Oop 
Signaiure t\ buyer (new owner) I 
•r 
>M-ffitm ^*u*-*?& \ ' ^ ' ^ A 
-SlpnatUfe of lien-hotdar (releasing interest)-^;- ' 
f ,v:Oclbmeter D isc losure 
• •..' •V !H' 
-"Required | 
>
.;, 
Enter odomBlar milse (no t&nlhS) \ 
: | 3 f a 7 i ^ l i ^ ^ 
DC 
IU" 
-J 
~J 
UJ 
CO-
print name of sella/ 
L i (h'e: odgmatSg;inachajjioBl Ii,rpjjsy3y^;p 
Q le nol ihB
:;acfugl!mHftaQ» fpr .thla-vohiplB 
......WARNH.>ig/:bDp4CTER DISCREPANCY 
'v.*f;v' vi'.^'BvfM PrinY''/iamB;.ofaui|iDrizBd « 
rgg)^/^G^KggB' :i^f^ ^TRgg5irea^ 
Sale Prica 
agonrsGllinp vehicle*.(5f.'dl|fare(\l frDrn'.fiellar.'name) 
Cufrenl address pf poller (SUBBI/ city, slate and ZlP.cod^. .. . y 
m 
As Ownfi/ I nmhy Uanaloi all righto, lilto *ri IrtleVfiBt to nfjle v'ahicia 'l'o'the new .'pwnpr' named balow/rcBrtily, lo the bast of rpy knov/lodgo.-.thnl |h^' Ud6 
w'/reo and clear Ol ^ncumbranoaa, oxcopl Iho l ian. lo^O^n.V^HpJ^f , Uiariy.- i c . ^ i i ^ ^ ^ odomaiBf and sales inlo;mailon(provldadifl;corrBcL 
Fadsra/ and siaio law require Itml /jio owner prvvidd )hi 'm\l9^)upM\mmfe};.gi ownBiyfypyr* v^blolo'.. ftllum lo.oomphlo -u slaiorj)?fitt or by providing 
Mse GlBVmonK, may mull ki (inB3 BndbrimpdsanmA' KEEp/^PHOTObOPV OF.feOTH"SIDES OF:THfS 5 |QN^T |TLE, > - - ^ - - ^ 
to 
UJ. 
03 
Signa,iurB of esllBf (and joint seller) DfltB Df SaiB 
iV''l'. '• 'J:p'ffi;~-&. ' f/f.'v $?•*•''''r?fa•' :•"''?''' ''"'•'{' '"'••''''!;."• ."•','
 ri\'. ". .-.' 
Print name of new owrw 
Bl/BGt Addreao 
^.
;
' r .4^1 
City'-. •. iv- •.,. state - •: A iQ ' . ziP;;code;;i 
SjpniMu/e of buysr (new-owner)!''^ ""-' rff* ' U'$1tiffcM 
i'Rrint .namt);Oj /iow.;liBn-holdor; ;•*-••> 
Sirael Addraao 
r^Ji .-v:v ,^ -^ 3.- r^0\ ;fr>- /vl#i%-
Sjghflllife'pl lien-holdBr (releasing lnle^9t).;^ • t S - ' < $ & # ' '. 
Utah Code /I1-1a-701 requires Ihe owner to r e m o v e t h e l i c e n s e p la te s w h e n veh io le is so ld or d i s p o s e d . 
Division o( Motor Vehlclos 
UTAH STATE TAX COMMISSION 
210 North 1350 Wosl Snit Lnko Gily Utah Q'WM 
Tolophono (001) 297 7/00 or I 000 OMV U1AH 
Application For Utah Duplicate Title 
$6.00 Fee Required 
U J O ' l . W i . ) 
Ownor Information 
Pri/inify Owner a N mm 
Lusl FirJ Muldli; Iniluil 
d'htf* (\,J\/i^) tu 
Secondaiy Ownor s N imu 
Lis| First Middle Inili ii 
Business Name FEIN 
fH^ffl'^fU'(/Vr}j(<^ C^,AJ6 
Floel Number Uml Number 
J Addroue Informntlon 
Istrool Addmc* 
1
 ?&>yiiUtiMMc cf 
]>,wfAS) 
City .Stato .ZIPCodo 
^ M ^ < ^ ^ ' yV/n, tf)to{* 
PO Box ~" ~ 
I M 
1 
jCily 'Slalo 'ZIPCodo 
VIN/HIN Year Make JModel 
UL^flhlhlt- \0±ill2^(tll ^T,L' IrnlYiUu 
lAVo corlily l/nl iho oriyinolcerlilicdlo ol line lor Ihm vohicio has nol been endorsed and delivered lo o Irans/ereo or delivered lo n londmg Inelliulion 
and/or plodgod os collnlortil lAVo horoby in iko dpplicdhon lor a duplicate ce/lilicale of lllle in lieu ol Iho cerllllcale that woe lost tslolen mulilaled or 
illogiblo ond agroe to mdomnify the Ulnh Sl/ilo Tix Cornniiasion and nil personB acting undor He direction Irom nny and all liability and shall dolend al 
my/our exponso il l lilignliunwhich mny iri^o as i roaull ol the Isauanco ol He duplicale cerllliculo ol llllo 
5wjKfr7Appiicduls S^ndUuO/ ' "~ Dalo 'Owner/Applicants Signalure OaTo "~ UluxL- /^./ • . 
Lien Holder Injormatlon 
LlonlKjIrtof ol f l i to/d Niiim 
Addi ess 
Crty 
Lion Release S e c t i o n ^ 
bipnnluro nl lion holder (ol record) roloflfti/iL) inieroal 
Slat° ZIP Codo 
Title 
Dnio 
Afi8lgnmenl and Release of Interest Section 
Odometer Dleclosuro Roqulred 
(Enlor odomc lo/ m Ii s no tenth}) 
Sales Purchase Prlco Required 
Print niinji) ol solio/ 
Holloclo the nclunl miloago lo; this vehicle 
flullocls Iho mnouni ol rnilongo in oxcoss ol Iho odomolor mochnnlcal limits 
Is nol the nclunl mileage lor thr vohicle Warning Odomolor discrepancy 
S/JIOPIKOS Dole o/Solo 
Current iddross ol seller (stroll cily slalo ond ZIP Codo) M O B E O . 
JMJUIQ Vt-
As ownur(s) lAVo hereby Innslor nil nyhls lillo nnd Interest lo Ihlo vohicio lo Iho new ownor nomod bolow I/Wo cortlly to lap best ol my/ourfth6wlodgo 
Ihal Iho litlo is Iroo ind civil ol oncumbmncos oxcopl Iho lion lo the new lien holder il nny I/Wo curlily that Ihe odomolorJwWyrnloA Worp\M*pn_ 
provided Is conocl Foriorol mid stole ln»v roquiro I) the ownor provide Iho miloago upon trnnslor ol ownorshlp ol o vohicio ana 2>nW Wr%r,rnu$l 
disclose nny bmnd inlonn \lion tocofdod on tho IIIGI Corlilicnln ol Tlllo ^ 
Ownoi/Applon r (and )omt ownor npphcnnl s) sinnnlum lo/ transferring ownorshlp"" Dole 
New Owners Section 
Name 
Addross 
City 
Sign ifuro ol now ownor(j) 
Signature ol now owner 
ilnlu ZIP Codo 
New Llen_Holder8^0Ctlon 
INamo 
Addroos 
|CUy Slnlo 
Dule~ 
D«lo~ 
ZIP Codo 
TC 12J Rov 10704 
05/10 /2000 23 24 FAX 18015310885 SKOJWAS CASTON if ORGAN 
APPLICANT CERTIFICATION I (We) hereby certify that the information given herein te^ftWrft^rrd^AjTIl-E. 
to the best of my (pur) knov/lPdge and affirm that I (weH^ye oompiipd with the naquimmetts of the 
Mandatary Financial JtesDoneiMto Act w l t ^ s p ^ J & W vehipte See wewaide 
Pnnlqtf7 
<i2hjujz^ 
' l tf'Nnrofl 0/ Isl fieptel«'«d Qwnir 
^nnlcd N&mft Of <!ntf RoplftwmJ Owmtf SjqrtftlUfA 01 tntf flnguiornd Dwnof 
Dale al 6|ul9monl 
Dn»u oJ 6lol«ni9nl 
/»rl,<nr*curiltnl trrors Therecurred 0Mtrm>t»*hJl IhrDmxuw vjllh) mors cantoned m Me tltU nnttrtgiftratlQn hsurt pursuant la Ms npphwhun 
61 
J & - ^ 
55 
70 
12 
Admin FBB 
Late TraMo' F»o 
REMARKS 
GADL UTTJL V1 fl^lpjy^lS CD WT CERT 
0 / S 
. Datfi . 
[TOTAL 
FEES 
$ 
—XU-CLO 
0 00 
182 00 
wJBmSFBBr 
jfttc Borneo Agoilcy 
APPLICATION FOR 
TITLE OR REGISTRATION , ^ 
DMV USE ONLY 
XtHUA IDENTIFICATION NUMBER " 
O/S DL "STATE 
TECH INITIALS 
MAKE Or VfclllClilOR VHS4L,L fiUILDLR 
/^g^,g,?,3,4,/r,/,^,4 U(xJ\ J I 
OWNER INFORMATION (Pleaao print true full name or* leSBof/^ uaineBs name) 
4A.WE OH LESSOR OR DUSINH55 HWL FW6T NAME 
3 
MIDDLE NAME 
rinsr NAME 
Z£L)L 
MIDDLE NAME 
CAUFORNIA DRIVER LICENSL OH ID NUMBER 
OALIFORN/A DRIVER LICENSE OR ID NUMBER 
' 1 1 I I 
UWE.ORLE3SEC 
0 AODHESS 111 CKtttfiKU F»om kxxnn) 
FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME 
APT/SPACE NO CITY 
CALIFORNIA DRIVER UCENSC OR ID NUMBER 
1 1 1 
STATE ZIP CODE 
AOflflE.53 III Drt»rwrf From Abmj AFTTSPACE HO CITY STATE ZIP CODE 
fl COACH ONLY - ADDRESS WHERE TJ1AILER IS LOCATED |H ^tipim\ From Abcwtj CITY STATE ZIP CODE 
TOE HOLDER INFORMATION (DD'NOT reenter owner's namB) If 
V MNbFWMTJCE COMPANY DR INDIVIDUAL 
, I 
SSORHESIDENCEAODDESS ATC,SPACbNO A J H~yK^<_ 
)ADOflESS|UD)ll«ifrtFtomAbO¥o) APT SPACE NO CITY 
'•NDflE," 
- * — 
SO print' 
• i n i l j u m i n — — • — B W M — w — — — — • 
ELECTRONIC TITLE NUMBER 
SYATE ZIP CODE 
ttTATE ZIP CODE 
1*1111 • > > • ! 1! I I — — — — , • M i l I l l 
J05T AND OPERATION INFORMATION (Purchase price does not include sales tax, inauranc^flnance charges, orwarraftiy.) 
S/KILOMETERS " n e w DWnor<8n le r m " e s a l dale ° ' purchase and check here , 
II no change ol ownership, enter miles as ol this date and check here .... 
A P I H I p-i is the i—i is not lho j—» mileage exceeds the 
| i , | | | | , i/f(j (no tenths) LJ Miles LJ Kilo LJ actual mlleapB LJ actual nmleBpe L J odometer mechanical lirnll 
EHtCLE ENTERED OH WAS FIRST OPERATED IN CALIFORNIA 
Day Yr 
DATE YOU WENT TO WORK IN CALIFORNIA OR BECAME A RESIDENT f WHIGHE VER OCCURRED FIRST) 
Mo Day Yr 
XJ PURCHASED OR ACQUIRED VEHICLE COMPLETE IF BALES TAX WAS PAID TO ANOTHER STATE 
JL Day 3~° . Yr OJ? *. paid $_ . in sales taxto a state other than California 
lew sed 
YEAR/^ ODEL t? PURCHASED FROM D Dealer D Family Member L^r ivate Party 
RECK. ONE UOX AND ENTER CORHE5PONDINO PURCHASE PRICE OR MARKET VALUE ' """ 
urchase Price %„ , -OR- D Market Value (If gift or trade) % 3 / crt^^> 
VIII this vehicle be used ID carry people for hire (taxi, bus, olc,)? * 
Vhon you acquired this vehicle were you on active duty In the U ,S Armed Forces? .. 
yes, print name of state or country where stationed 
iYes 
I Yes 
No 
U N o 
s this a commercial motor vehicle that operates at 10,001 lbs or moro (pickups excluded)? D Yes D No 
lyes, a Declaration ol Gross Vehicle Weight/Combined Gross Vehicle Weight Form (REG 4006)^5iIt)3f^ompleted 
lyes a Motor Carrier Permit may be required Call (916) 657-8153 lor further information y^Y^Yl fcr/]£N», >miER(S)SIGNAT»RE(s) >xmmm\ 
eglstered owner mailing address is valid, existing, and an accurate mailing address I G$r)SBQ($1qp&tf^ at this 
19 address pursuant to VC §1808 21 / / / ' , * p l ) ( ! , / W ^ \ \ \ 
tlfy under penpfty of perjury under the laws of the State of Calif ornlo that the fpregfyntfl&twe and oof/joaf | 
fXECUTEDAT CITY STATE 
EXECUTED AT CITY STATE 
BAH [[V^V 0AY7I(| 
MfMJf I 
DAV^lMf T0LTJrijIf5^E NUMBER 
•^^yx^i /fU>\ 
mm A P^&^Apoocy VEHICLE/VESSEL T R M ^ FORM'-
This form Is not tho ownership certificate. It must accompany\tlw titling document dr. application iot& 
INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE-SIDE'//, • ALL SfQNATUREE'M^ 
tupllcate title, 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER YEARMODHL •• 'MAKE" " • ..LICENSE PLATE/OF IT MOTORCYCLE ENGINE If -. 
•i i i4ini | i I • i " i L n • , i,• mii iMini 
1/We v4u*T/u. MorloN \Pw*£'-'t4re~fr>~<> .. . • sell, transfer;and.deliverlhe above vehicle/vessel 
(PRINT S&LOTSNAMEfB]) 
CO 
to' tfxJik UtQvtflL'-
• (PRINT BUYER'S NAME[S]) 
If this was a gift, Indicate relationship: 
,pn{ / v f a H ^ M l g f f o r thpamounlof [ £ 
'MO';;DAV::>:YR' . • (SELUNGWICE) 
,(e;g., parents, spousb'Jrlend, etc) \ ,$ rg-r^TV 
. ' (GIFT VALUE) 
^mm^m^mm^mmmmmsmmm^m^mmmmm^ 
Federal and State Law requires'that.you; state .the fnllw^ to complete, or 
Jprovldlng a false statement may mult'In. finesrand/or'.Imprlsonm'en 
The odometer now reads « Wl ^/rio^enihs/mllBS^'aridJoiho'bBsl.o/ my. knowledge 
reflects the actual mileage unless 'ope.ofthe fallowing statements Is checked. 
' 'WARNING-UDOMETER^ '. 
ID Odometer reading Is NOT the actual mileage jD'Mileage exceeds the odometermechanlcal.limits 
Explain odometer.discrepancy: .' • • • • , - . _ _ _ 
J l^pH^^BO^rM 
'BUYER. 
I acknowledge the odometer reading and the tacts'dUhe transfer?! "certify underipenaityofparjury under the laws 
of the State of California that the Information I[hsyeprovided[{toruejiric correct: 
mmm mvt isuitrmummir 
mrrmxr 
x 
"DATE: 
mrr.. 
X mki TOC^TOXteTT-
rm i , J - j . . . t i GLIOftACEAtolT-
J L JOTlM'JTOtESr mr TTOT ~2JP~ mWi^ fWrir
1
SELLER 
/ certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of th$ State, of-California thai the Information I have provided is 
true and correct < . . . . . - • ••-
PHIKTMAME. ... P(U*TtyL W7?P^ PfCttitf- \ frtfifr DL ID OR DEALER 4 
,l.,.'l ' 1 . M . . 1, 
.. (PRINT NAME|S]| ' • . . • , - . . • . • '.; (PRINT NAME[SJ) 
as my attorney In fact, to complete all nocessary;d6cuments,"as needed/id transfer ownefship'as-required tty law.'-. 
Slgnaluro required by poripn cppqlntlng Power of Attorney DATE 
: i.^ *» u.. « « « ™ *mr»nlntlnn Power of Attorney DATE 


INSTRUCTIONS TO SELLER: 
Type or prinl the information. 
NOTARY PUBLIC IS NO LONGER NEEDED. KEEP A COPY. 
B 1329269 INSTRUCTIONS TO BUYER: 
Type or prinl the information. Warning: DO NOT SIGN IF ODOMETER 
DISCLOSURE IS NOT COMPLETE. 
A Assignment Of Title By Registered Owner 
B Reassignment Of Title 
Utah Code 41-1a-701 requires the ownerto remove the license plates when vehicle is sold or disposed. 
ADDENDUM D 
VICKIE DEAN fflASSOCIATES 
A C C O U N T I N G & T A X S E R V I C E S 
1888 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
SALT LAKF CITY, UTAH 84115 
PHONE (801) 484-3472 
FAX (801) 484-3489 
February 22, 2008 
RE: The Pig Boys, Inc. 
To Whom It May Concern: 
Our firm has been engaged by The Pig Boys, Inc. ownership to evaluate the actual 
revenues for the existing Catering Truck to determine, in our opinion, the revenue that 
could have been produced by a second catering truck, during calendar years 2006 & 
2007. 
We are providing the following information: 
Exhibit One: Corporate Tax Returns for the Year 2006 & 2007 
Exhibit Two: Financial Statements for the Tax Years 2006 & 2007 
Exhibit Three: Income Statements by Source for 2006 & 2007 
This exhibit is being provided because The Pig Boys, Inc. has bakery 
sales in addition to the Catering Truck. 
Exhibit Four: Actual Catering Truck Contracts and a spreadsheet showing the project, 
price per plate, days on the project people served and revenue 
The purpose of this exhibit is to determine the average price per plate, 
average days on the project and the average number of people served. 
Exhibit Five: Productions for a second catering truck available to bid on. The Utah Film 
Commission is providing this exhibit. 
Exhibit Six: Our opinion 
This data has been complied in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles. It has been reviewed but not audited by our firm. 
Sincerely, 
Vickie Dean & Associates, Inc. 
Opinion as to Possible Revenue from 2nd Catering Truck 
In the year 2006 the average cost per plate is 15.03 (195.5 price per plate divided 
by 13 shows). The average days on a show are 16.46 (214 days divided by 13 shows). 
The average numbers of people served per show are 183.07 (2380 people divided by 13 
shows). We would calculate revenue as follows: 15.03 cost per plate multiplied 16.46 
days per show multiplied 183.07 numbers of people served per 13 shows equal 
587,694.90 in gross revenue. To determine the costs directly related to the catering truck 
we reviewed the prior six years and determined that 60% to income is the average cost. 
Projected Gross Sales of 587,694.90 multiplied by 60% equals 412,616.94. The 
projected Gross Income of 587,694.90 minus Cost of Goods 412,616.94 equals 
175,077.96 of Income that could be produced by a 2nd catering truck in 2006. 
15.03 Cost Per Plate 
x 16.46 Days Per Show 
x 183.07 Number of People Served 
x 13.00 Shows 
587,694.90 Gross Revenue 
587,694.90 Gross Revenue 
x 60% 6 Year Average of Cost of Goods 
412,616.94 Cost of Goods 
587,694.90 Gross Revenue 
412,616.94 Cost of Goods 
175,077.96 Net Revenue 
In the year 2007 the average cost per plate is 15.29 (183.5 price per plate divided 
by 12 shows). The average days on a show are 12.91 (155 days divided by 12 shows). 
The average numbers of people served per show are 131.25 (1575 people divided by 12 
shows). We would calculate revenue as follows: 15.29 cost per plate times 12.91 days 
per show times 131.25 numbers of people served per 12 shows equal 310,889.16 in gross 
revenue. To determine the costs directly related to the catering truck we reviewed the 
prior six years and determined that 60% to income is the average cost. Projected Gross 
Sales of 310,889.16 times 60% equals 186,533.49. The projected Gross Income of 
310,889.16 minus Cost of Goods 186,533.49 equals 124,355.67 of income that could be 
produced by a 2nd catering truck in 2007. 
15.29 Cost Per Plate 
x 12.91 Days Per Show 
x 131.25 Number of People Served 
x 12.00 Shows 
310,889.16 Gross Revenue 
310,889.16 Gross Revenue 
x 60% 6 Year Average of Cost of Goods 
186,533.49 Cost of Goods 
310,889.16 Gross Revenue 
- 186,533.49 Cost of Goods 
124,355.67 Net Revenue 
It should be noted that if the Company were to purchase a 2nd catering truck it 
would be newer and larger. The existing truck, which the above numbers are based on, 
can only handle 700 extras. The 2nd truck would be able to serve at least 2,000 extras. 
The Company was unable to bid on the larger projects because they could not handle 
over 700 extras. The revenue on the 2nd truck could produce a greater volume of income. 
